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The general equations go-:crnin; the large anplit,Ae
flexural vibration of any thin elastic shell using curvi-
linear erth000nal coordinates arc derived in this report.
Theso equations consist of two coupled nonlinear partial
differential equations in the normal displacement w and the
stress function F. From these equations, the governing aqua--
tions for the case of shells of revolution or flat plates can
be rcad)'.ly obtained as speci,,^ )l cases. The material of tha
shell or plate is isotropic and homogeneous and Hooke I s law
for the two dimensional case is valid. Modal equations rite
derived on the ba3is of a series for the assumed vib.—ati.o:1
mode. A typical -term of the series is taken to be separa-)le
in the space coordinates and time. The nature of the modal
equation obtained for the case of flat plates ex plains the
reason why the nonlinearity associated with the large ampli-
tude flexural vibration of thin flat plates of any geometry
is o.- the hardening type. Similarly, the modal equation
applicable for the case of any thin shell shows the reasons
why the softening type of nonlinearity is quite possible in
the case of thin elastic shells. The difference between the
hardenin; type of nonlinearity in the case of flat plates
and straight beams and the softening type of nonlinearity
in the case of shells and rings can iii general be traced to
C.	 the curvature (or lack of it) of the undeformed median surface
of the structure concerned.
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The nonlinear (large rz=plitudc ) ile.:L:ral vibra,-'t n
of plates and sholl "o have received considerable attention in
the last 20 years. Thi r. area is of €;rca•^ ir-port-csice and
interest in the case of atructureu of low flexural rigidi•;y
which as a consequence are easily deformable. The importance
of this investigation crises frorc tho fact that when the
flexural vibrations: involve large amplitudca, the frequency
of free or forced vibration is very* much dcpendaint upon tl:Q
amplitude. Significant chanGen in the frequency correspond-
ing to the ariaxll-amplitude vibration can occur when tho
amplitudes involved are no longer small so that the resu1•V'ing
governirg equations of the problE.m are nonlinear.
A somerhatt comprehensive bibliography of recent
papers published in the field of large amplitude flexural
vibration of thin elastic flat plates and shells is given
at the end of this report. This bibliography which gives
04
	
82 references on plates and 57 references on shells is taken
from a recent stwvey paper (to be publio-hod) titled 'I,onlincar
Flexural Vibrationa3 of Certain D(!forr.;able Yo(lic;3' co-authored
by thin author (Ref.6 ).
An can bu eeen from tae bibliography m9ntioned
earlier, the exirti.ng litera:tui • c nn for as the: noi)) incar
modified to taehle the problem of huC }:7-ing of
;^^1^ ll o of revolution.
i—
2
flcxural vibration of thin flat plates is concerned, relate
to pl ^w; a of rectangular, circ-ilr,r, elliptical, triang "- -
And pare.11elogrmanie geometry. 11out of the investigation;
carried out co frLr deal with isotropic platen. In o.dcr to
obtain the solution: of problems of plate geometries other^
than those already investigated, the governing equations ror
the laree Anplitude flexural vibration of thin elastic flat
pl,-ltec in orthogonal curvilinear co -orc?inaten are necessa7y.
Therefore these equations have b(!en derived in the next
section where the necessnry modification to tackle the pr )blem
of buckling of thin eluotic flat plateu in also indicated.
In the area of shells, the existing lit6raturc o:i the
large amplitude flexural vibrations relate to circular cylin-
drical eheils, spherical and conical shells. Recently under
the guidance of the author, work vas carried out on the non-
linear flexural vibrations of crt:hotropic oval cylindrical
shells. It is of interest to ctvdy the behaviour of thin
elastic shells of geometry other than those mentioned above.
To this and, the general equatiots governing the nonlinear-
Flexural vibration of thin shells of revolution have been
obtained in Section 3. It is proposed to use these equationn
in the case of the ogival shell,, torus shell and ellipsoidal
shall of revolution. The governing equations mentioned above:
{	 J
Having derived tho governing; egrationn for the non-
l5-neat flexural vibration of shells of revolution ac well s:a
of thin elastic flat plates using curvilinear -rthogonal ow-
ordinatea, the governing equations for tho nonliuear fler-iral
vibration of A1T^Y thin elautie shell can be. r. cadily obtaiai,.-d.
Frow these very general equations, the governing equation.j
applicable for shells of rcvolution or thin flat plates c.,uz
Lc obtained as special cacee.
Iii the last but one Decl ion, on tho basics of an	 j
a usuLied vibration mode of the product type (product of fu;ic--	 I
t ion of tiuie and fwieti.on of apace variables), the modal 3quc:-
tion is determined for the gencrc.l case of thin cl"a utic Siella.
The modal equation is then apecialised for tho case of flat
plates and beams. The characters atic featvreo of the modal
equation. as applicable to thin ehello on the one hand and thin
flat plates and straight beano on the other hand are discussed.
It is conclusively shown that in the dice of flat plates and
beams, the nature of the modal e quation iri auch that the ;ion-
6 linecrity of the hardening type resulto.
In the last section, the governing equations for the
postbuckling behavior of flat plates and thin shells obtained
as a byproduct of the study of the problem of lnsge sanplitude
^.	 flexural vibration are exrxiined. It in shoenl that in general
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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4the set of algebraic equations iii tho coefficicntc of tho
asswul werieu for the poc:•buc:-ing rode arc a cat of
coupled cubic equations in these coef.fi.cient3 it tae eaoe
of both plates =d ,hella. 1 10.4ver, in the ab.—ence of any
lateral load acting on the P lat plate ; the set of algebraic




In this eection, the governing, equations for the
lrtrGe taiplitude flexural vibration cf thin elastic flat plates
in curviliueca• orthogonal co-ordinalea ai and a2 are
derived. C=, , az and '^ fors: as usi a.l a right-hancicd ortho-
gonal coordinate system.
I;n elemeutal length do on tho flat plate median
eurface is given by
NO 2	 (Al dX I) 2 -I- (A2 dX2)7
where, A 1 end it  are Laze parameters of
are functions of the curvilinear orthog,
For a point off the median :surface at a
extenciona) -xd ahear ctraino are given
the median surface a-id
Dnal coordinatc.- oC j and a2
distance ^ away, th3
by	 L'I	 , [21
E n = E , +	 Hsi
E22 - E 2	 `2622
Yi2 = G5 + 2 x 12
(2.2 )









n ooc	 A t, c	 z ^
1
A l ar JL	 ^	 ,z	 2
C	 1 a O i_ I	 aA^ u +1 (.L avj slfIA2 
	
	 i 2 da,	 AZ TY-2.) f
A	 (O/A2 )	 A,1 a(u/A,)	 ^aw^^a,,^
1CA t / c3oc t 	^i^	 aa2+	 + 1,,A coo: ^ d32
(2.3)
The citrti ature expressions ?C„ , X22. and 2.' 12 are ai-ver. by:
	
I a	 i aw	 1	 aA, 1 1 aw 1
M	 1	 Jx "	 A, &L, A, aC	 A, A2 aa.1 G12 ?x2
1 a	 aw1^	 1 aw
x22 CGAZaa 2	 n2	 aoc3	 A, Q Z	 aa^ J^^A2 t	 aa^
1 d 2 ^,r	 ^ 	 a ►:^	 ^ ^^	 a ►.^1	 1
x ,2 - A, A2 d«, aa2 Y Al (
aA,..
aa2 Caa,^	 A 2 ^C'a^ I' 	 ^aac, I
•	 u, v and w arc its usual the components of the displacement
vector in the ortho^prcal co--ordinate directionc	 a, , of 2. and









For the i sotropio c&se, the atrain enera„y u cim be
c,ritto:i t,o (See Equation (9.12) ^f Itef.2):










u2 = Eenc:i.no strain energy
_ 
'2 JA ^^^i t )' 2 1) 1 2 C ^- V) IX, 11 2622 -(X12 	 JA	 (2. )
In the above,	 C = Eh2	 ar?,d	 P - Eh 2
In view of Equation (2.5), L'quat]on (2.£3) can be written t:s
U2 = D Ji,l(^^? W)2- 2 C1- Y)C7^„ ^G22 — CM 12 ) 2 1 1  dA
	 (2.9)
I
I	 In the above intcgm3.ri, tLc e1_emcntal arca, dA of the
median curfuce of the flat plate is Uiveii by





From the principle of miniu= total potenti. 1, b (u -v7)+:
where the r.ork done by the applied loods io liven by
VI = f4 ( ^ u t C'.) 0 + Z %,J) d.^
In the ab-Dve, ^, O-f
 
grid Z are' the components of the applic d
l.ond in the coordinate directions
	 Y-, , a 2 and '' respec-
tively. The t:'iree equations of equilibri= obtained from i:he
+ principle of minimum total potonti-.l can bo shu ,.-M to bo:
(A 2 Hid - N22 +( da as	 ( Ai N;2>	 A, A^^^ _	 o	 (2.12 )C) i / A i	 2
a2 (A l '^22) " N ijCaa2) + Aq 2a, (A2 NiZ^ + A, A 2 G = 0	 (2.13)	 i.
i
L , Q 4 ,	 ]
_{a




t 2 N '
2 a2w iaN12\
+ I
a W 1 a,y
 1	
2	 (2	 1^t ---	 ^- f'l	 Z	 = 0	 .	 r)AC^ 
N;Z
a;;l a^2 \aa a«2 acc t 	 d«, .1j ,




are the Etrecs reaultanto defined by N. =f ^^ d."f.
1




C) a	 \^ a I a
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where, the curvatures	 h:li , X2 . .• and X 12	 are defined by
Equations (2.4) in terms of the iisplacetrent coiJponent w.
It in of importance to recognise that Equatior.e
(2.12) land (2,13) are the equations of inplwie equilibritm
and are exactly the same as those developed by tdushtari in
the well--knot% Tuu;htari-Vlaaov approximation of thin she] 1
theory (See Section 17, p.84 of Ref.t2)).
The expression i.nsidc the hrs.ce '^	 apptlar-
ing, in Equation (2.14) call be sSraplified by means of Equa-
tionz (2.12) and (2.13) ti-;herein the lord components 1)a,nd Q




	! a I av^	 1 \/ aA,\	 aw
	A I A Z	 I^ ^T, aa,(A 1 Nr.,l TA W.	 A2 aa2/— 1	 J	 J	 1
i
i
I	 a	 aW ^ /i )(c) A 2 /" awN22 LA 2 aa2 l aal + A A_ ^a f	 I	 I	 I
	
C)	 (aa,,^(1 awl	 ( aA
A 	 ^c \A A) \^« `0.aw ^^A arc /J
	
^I z	 1	 2	 1 2	 2	 1	 1	 1 2	 I	 2	 2
(2.16)
10	 S
In view c-f Equations (2-4), the above equation can also bo
written, ea
DV -IY — 
D C I ' 




The function L given by Equat.
written (jut purely in terms of W will be
cated ma L lengthy. However, iuide^^ certain
disct?soca below - this fmnction :'j can be
For example, if the Lane parameters 1. 1 and
ions ( 2.15) if
somewhat conipli•-
conditions - to be
shown to be zer.) .
A2 are such that
the ^^rc: Iicts of the derivatives o.° Al
 (or A. ) with
I aw	 I aw l
A, Jcc1 (0 	 a a2/ ac their derivatives can b!
.
neglected in comparison with the terr..s of the type
a	 N	 awa	 I	 l
a^ A a
I a
:x 1 ) ^ r
 as \A2 aa2 lI	 I	 2
then, th-^ function L defined by Equation (2.15) can bo
shown to vr;nish. In such a case, the curvature expr.essione
given by Equation (2.^,) also mutt be simplified to read:
l a l aw
	
l	 a	 I awti 1
x"	 A, ax, Al ate,	











I ^	 1 aw 
1 - I^1 ^ ^ a
 (TI 11
IIAI aoC j AI c a: l aa2 ]I	 Az c)a2
r I _ a2
 w
!1	 aa. ^(Xj - Z	 (2.19 )12	 I
Another way to look at this appr ,)ximation (that is, L M 0)
is to ecnsider the orpression fo', the strain energy Lt as
given by Equation (2,6 ) from urhi oh it ,i.s seen that U con-
e
gists of two part:, one proportional to the extensional
rigidity	 C	 Eh	 and th3 second part proportional( I -V2)
to the bending ri . idit y .D ^	 E 13,,
	 	
S	 12 CI _ -d2)
	
Prom Equation
(2.9) :.t is ;-lear that the bending strain enerey u2
defends upon two quantities, noane).y, 	 (p2 W)2	and
2 C :--V) 1X II ?C2%-(7t,2)2^	 11 the iiiteazl of the
term	 2 : I- ) ? ) C^C, I ?°22 - C 7C 1Z ) 21	 io neglected in
comparilinn to the integral of ( \72 ^Q) ? 	then L12 !^-- 2 .AC^'^I)? I^^
and in .3uch a ca.90 also, L w111 rn-.nich.
The btrese rceUtantc 1; 1 1 , 1122 and N12 arc fi:nc-
tiono of the streas fuuncti.on F( ce-, , Oc2 ) as defined later




F.	 Ii the Urtan involving coupling between
	 W anc: F
Eire neglected, Equation (2.19) reduces to the yell--known
equatior. o.-L' the linear bending theory o° iso.-ropi.e flat p,.aten,
nonely,	 D V A-W =Z
Tt has already been mentioned that Equation
	 (2.12)
and (2. 1 3)
 
are this equation: of :.npl,:ne equilibri um
 and that
they are the same as those developed by Iduohtari in the
Mushtarj.--:'lasov approximation or thin shell theory
	 [2]
`	 The atr(ss finicti.on 	 F( a,., a ? 	)	 is so defined as to sat:.sfy
Equatior.a ( 2.12) and (2. 1 3) exae';ly and the relationship betwoen
the str. E , ss resultantS (21 11 , 1122
 iwd 1112
 ) and the stress Puic-
tion	 F	 are exactly the same as those defined by Vlasov :.n
the ;tiuf3Ytraxi--Vla-Sov approximation of thin shell theory ( oc
Equr,t-ior.	 (17 .3) of Ref.(2).). Thw,
a	 ^I	 3F	 I	 aA2	 I	 aF
N " rA,^ ZA2	 aa2',.a2	 a(X2/	 \aC^,!\/^.,
	
ax,/
. I	 a	 3 	 / aA,	 a F
(AT,
	 (A,	 ax,	 ace l^ A A 2	 T\2.	 aa2I





.. v 2 F	 _ !	
^	 ((h,2 	 )F	 t a	 (A,1 c^F 1II	 z2)	 _ C\A	 }A	 alp	/ a«	 ^a^^\t,	 ax,I	 Z	 I	 L	 2	 2
-)
o
3rcauce of Equationa (2.20), Equation (2,10 ) or
(2.1 ) ropresentE; one equation involving; coupling; be- een
v and 7. Before we proceed to o tain the second equatiu
involving 1? arid F, it is worth noting thx.t Equation (2.10 )
reprcrcnt -t) , c governing; equation of plate buckling 21,ovi.dlr&
the cignu in front of 11 11 ^ 11`22 an'I IT	 are changed frora minus
to plus in Equation (2.1 9) , T I :.-La is obviously beer uae for
buckling problems, 11 11 and 1;	 r i 11 be compressive (ar-
similcxlL for 11 12 ) ru that for pl lt-e buclain.g, the governing
ecivati.on becomer::
D-7 4- W + till	 a I aw + U22 ` i C I 	aw l
A, aLv, (7^1 r)OL I )l	 A"L aaz (T2
I	 a2w	 _ Z
+ 2 N 12 —IK 1 1\ 2 a-:16a2
(2.22)
If a more accurate equation than Equation (2.22) i o require:d
for the 11ate buckling; problems viv can une Eq uation (2.16) or
(2.17) wherein we change frou: minis to plus the sigma in front
of the terian involving N 1 	 22	 12.	 g IT	 ar.d Il	 In these equations,1'	 '
N,i 1 , N22 and 11 12 represent the sti eus resultants (acting on
a tlypical plates cloment) induced l y the compressive edge loada
a_-n d
th^it hip o rise; to bucl:li2K;hare de- ermined frora the inplraio
equi 1 ibri xa equations, 21 .^r2 c1Y 9 Egtationa (2.12) and (2. 1 "') ).
BRIG
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To go back to the large amplitude
	 v s brat:.on
problem of the plates beniden Equation (2.16) or (?.i9),
another equation invo"k.1►iEne; 17 and F bas to be olbtaineA. :br
Viist the compatibility egtrutiou has to be brought into the
pj cture. The requir ed compatibility- egvn tion can be obtaix ed
by specialising tho compatibility squation of Mushtrxi-Vlat ov
approximation of thin shell theory (See the third of Equo-Vona
(5.1 ) of ]^ef.(r) ..). , The spec ialis,ati•)n required is to let thIL
radii of curvatures r 1
 and r,, of 'tree shell median curface tend
to infinity so twat the shell medicin surface flattens oat cad
becomen the median surface of the :'lat plate. Thucs, the con-
patibility cquation can be shown to bo:
a	 a	 aA2	 A, c)Ce	 C)A,
	
a2	 ^aa ^^ 2 E2^  E' o1a r 2 a«., cv a a ^ t12




+ a2 2 Co.1: ln ' E1 _ ^2	
A2'O
d« 	2 0,z	 a J^
 =0
	
2	 z	 2	 2	 ,	 ,
From the stress-strain laH for the isotropic plate
material and the dcfinition of the stress re::ultant, i-i rcuc!ily
fol:f_owr, that
E	 (N U r ►` )	 C	 (n^	 1)r^^	 GJ = 20-ty)





•	 WIIE're t`..e stress revultanto 1" i ^ 11 ` qrd :; 12 Ere def ncd in
X•
terms of F by Equation (2.20). Upon introducing th3 above
relations into the left hand aide of the eonpatibility eo.,wi--
t, ion (2.23),  the renult:ing expren;iion after al j;ebraic sirp LJ.f).-
cation and manipulation eDn be shown to be A1 1, 2 ( V4F) Vzere,
lih
4	 2	  Q (... ) M D E V (... )]	 and the L;pluc l en operator V 2
iru defi.rcd in Equation (2.5 ) or (2.21 ). In fact, the expx.-scion
11 
1 A
 n2 ( V 4F ) cun also be obtained by specialisinG (i . e. lc 'k.
r 1 end r2 " w ) the final egjation obtained from the _, om-
patibility equation for the case )f Mue:htari-Vlasov appro.-Ana,-
t ion o^ i hin Shell theory. (Seo S action 17, p.84-90 of lief d2) .).
The next step is to introduce C 1 , C2 and W as riven
by Equatj on (2.3) into the left hmd side: of -the compatibility
equation (2.23). In doing thin, it helps to rwoember that
C 1 9 02 attd	 CO as given by Equation (2.3) have a linear part
and a no: ilincr-:r part.	 If for the sake of convenience and
simplici,:y, the nonlinear part is neglected for the time being
r-iid the resulting linea.rised relationship for C ^ , E 2 and U)
are introduced into the left hand side of Equation (2.23),
it will ^oc seen that Equation (2.23) is automatically satio-
fied. Di checking this, use has -to be mztde of the following
conditio:i of Gauss specialised for the case of the meditul
ourfnce .)f the flit pl yate by lettinC the radii of eurvaturec
w
	:	 16
rand r2 of the :ahall median cur.fucc tend - to iu:,inity:
a	 I all,_\	 a U:; ,DA,
a^^,CA, a(t,	 - ,
 
;icy 
	 c 	 (2.25)
If only the nonl nerx ter-no ^.n the E;tre.:bi-di place-
ment relationn riven by Equation (2.3) are retained and they
are introduced into the left hand aide of Equation (2-23%
the resulting exprescion will be:
'D 	 C A2 
(T2
1 aw \ 2 	 i aA.(I
as. A arc	 2	 aa) J	 2 `apt / lAI 	 I	 I 	 2	 I	 I	 I
I	 aw
l
 aw (a^,11	 a'	 (dw aw lA ^1 Caoc / `c^a ^\aa2/J r a0. a^c 2 17 1 A2  `a 0( ^^aa2^J1	 2	 ► 	 2	 1	 I
aI	 a	 A, i1 aw 2	 1 ( ,aAj /I c)%q





A I A 2 	 (ac;2 \ar,,J
Aa mentioned c rlicr, the left hand :side of the ccm-






	 F) - Dxpre::c ion given by (2.2G) above. (2.27)
1 'i
For working out any pr. act i e PI pro lcr, expre sa ion given by
(2.2.6) noods to be simplified. plc thia end, we empl.oy the
came apN:: axirration that is invol. ,, d in r aking the ftpict i:,s
L appeari.:ig in Equation (2.1,t) zexo, nimiely, negjc-et





^! 1	 In this na.^.lnor, this cxprec;si:iu
aof- I
 \a.)	 aa2 ( n2
given by (2.26) 3implifie3 to:
^	 ^	 ( aw 1 2 _o w de wA, Az ^`ucC	 J ~ \c?a z 1 l aai )l.
Thus, Equation (2.27) reduces to:
av4 F = Eh
^
^ w 
l2 !^ (A' a2,2a21%2 ad do(2 , OC1	 2
(2.28)
We can arrive at the right hand cide of Equation ','2.28)
in --nother way, starting out with F simplified verKion of ,}ie
compatibility Equation (2.23) wherein the tetras(C I aA2 )
 
arc, J
r.nd (CJ )A l
	
nre na;lectcd in comparison with the term,3
2
(A2as l	 ana	 A'-
Do
as I	
and similarlyg the tcr»s





 ((.)aa)	 a:e neglected in cowpsrl3o^iz	 i
1	 /12	 c^ ca l
with the terms	 Al aCC J	 aid	 C Z	 ^a l Thes	 i
baci3 of such a cimplification 13 the same as before, namely*,
the termio involving the product u L the gradients of tho Luny
it
'f 8
parawGtc:. 1- 1. 1 and A2 are rioalec tc d iu crunpa iso% .. s tai tc .
involving the product-, of the Larai' pro . Zsac.„errs t yir: sclv^:c.
Thuo tal.^, compati-bility Equatinn ;'..2 ) ciupli.ficu to:
1
A, a' c, + A ► u c, _ a' w w G
	
A, Daz	Az ari	 du ► i' a z V (2.29)
Introducing into tha s:bove equatic ,n, the nonlinear pert of the




2	 2 1!; aCC2	 ^ I A2(axI c^QC2
and neglc eting tc:rws involving; the producto of Caa21 ^l^ l
Ir	 etc., ere trill get the right hand side of Equation (2.23).
Equation (2.28) represents the most c)implified version
of the ccmpatibility equation and together with the equili')r. itun
Equation (2.19) constitute a pair of coupled, nonlinear po:%-Lial
differential equations J_n the two fv:letionc VI and F. The ie
t\:o equal ions as they ct^.nd are ve.lid for the static cane.
For the vibration problemp the nee es Cary modification ba neti on
t ►.)e D t alc mbcrt l u principlo has to be rands. Thue, the loading
term Z appearing in I:quatioi^ (2 , 9) has to be replaced b;r
a!w ]
	
where	 i c the r.+as 3L Z dpp^ied ^ Gi'„ a2. > " P a t2








19	 R p[JAL ly,
It is worthwhile slzauari: • ing the governing; equations
for fre. undAmped nonlinear flexl al vibration of a thin
clastic flat plate. 'Phere equat.I.ono in curvilineruc ortho•-
gonr l c o ardinaten a 1
 and a2 arc : .




►^llaA Z a^Y a Z) ^CA2 aa2XT
._2 a«? )1I	 i 
(compatibility equation)	 (2.30)
(?^ t Dv 4^y	 Nil	
a I aW 	 R 2 a a%v t 2	 a 2 W
_	
(Iz
_ _ l _
\^	 ^+A2 aa2
 ^, axz/ A A Niz da aaz
(E-Lu.ilibrium equation)	 (2.31 )
where, the Atreaa reaul -ants 111 1 9 M22 and 1T12 Kr_e dcf.inei
in teruit of the stress function F by Egaation (2.20).
However, in view of the approxiialtion involved in Equations
(2.30) &md (2.30 9 the ye stre .^ sa resultants can be approxi-
mately cxpressed by
F	
r	 c)'! F	 2 FN il ti	 NA, 	 12	 AIA, aa,a(:2
(2-32)
Tire above approxi.riate expreosior^s brim to mind the defini-
tion of Airy Strew function of two diziencional clas4ieity.
4
`the bih irmornic operator v
	
I. ; defined by p	 p.	 ^,2
f
.20 s
where, the I.r,;plvcian operator	 V172 in {riven by
V )^_	 l	 J	 L 1/1 1 A^ aa ' A I C)a i 	 aa 2 A; oat (2-33)
The above equations ca.0 be very readily apocialised
for the ease of any ortheronal' ey ti tem of coordinates ac t and
a 2 ;
 
for example, ciirtesian, polar, elliptical co-ordinatee etc.
1:'ith ds j - A, dot,	 and c's2 = A2 dac2
Eqm..-tionr3 (2.30) and (2.31 ) c^ai b , s wr itten a3,
a2W 2	 d2W l2.W







P^'^i t r^ (^' 4 W) = 1 NI, asy + N22 asµ t 7 N12 ^ w-l	 z	 2
	
i	 a	 `^ 352
wh("re	 ^7 ^-	 D 
2 
.V2 and
A 2. 4;	 1 c3 5, )	 A C"S; [A, a ^Z
L as 	 + as 2
 JZ
ei r;^e 1.113 terr.13 involving the 1u o:tuc, t:s of a^ ? "lid ^^1
ba l	c3a2
are ne mlc-ci.ed in the approximRtioa employed here.
With suitable modific--. 1 ons, the p;^ir. of
(2.30) ar.d (2.31) 1 or, Equations (2.34) raid (2-35)] oleo
represent the govcriAng equat:iona of the problcn of pw,t-
buckling behNvio.i of thin elastic flat plates. For thin, i
it hav to 'be recalled that both 'N raid F are iWependcsit; of
time t so that the inertia trrii ' Pw = 0 ; also, the aigna
in front of the terms involving tae stress resultanto Its
IT 22and It 12 defined in terms of t Zo stress function V by
Equation:, (2.20) have to be chang3d to minucs.
Before concluding thin; section, a brief discussion
of the mothoda of solution involving Equations (2.30) and
(2.31 ) itt in order. One method 13 to as: umc a deflection
function 1'1 that satirfics all the boundary conditions of
the prob%em. Baced on the assume] tip , the compatibility
Equation (2.30) is used to deternfne the corresponding stress
function F. In general, the assamed V1 and the correspond-
ing F will not satisfy exactly the equilibrium Equations
(2.35:• !;n approximate solution of this equation involves
using th•t Ualerkin t s method. The details; of i;hj.0 method rya
applied to nonlinPr,r flexural vi.tcatiwi problems arc Given
in [ 3]	 and
f
: 22
	in alternate method of :3011 1,tinn 1'3	 on
the inpl.r.ne equilibri": Bqua•i,icn 3 (2.12) and ( 41'.,1 3) in tormi
of the _'.placement companc:its x, v and %v. For thin _.
Fh F FvE ,
will be recalled that N„ =^^ v^) (E, +ll c 2) , ^^22 r ^,_v.'^ ( '	 )
And N	 E h „^)	 , wh ?re , E, , 6 and	 are: Given
' z - zcl+vi	 2	
w
by Equation:; (2.3). Thua, T:gv^.tLon (2.12) can be written an:
	
a 	 au 1 ^	 aA^., Ll t' a A3




. 2	 ^	 ^	 2
► an	 aA2 ^1'	 d	
a \^IJ^3X I A, aa2 	A2 c)m 1 c3o z 2A, aaz	 &LI A2
^±— [xaA2)u _ ► M2AZIU_ 	 a2y
1j a aoc 	 A	 /^ +a 	 2
a Aj a U a A, ant
[C ) (7L,,
	
C	 )C2,'^, a-a 2 A2 a-a 2 	A,/.2 aa, a«-i
__^ 
au CA'A2 ^ GALz)]2	 ,	 2	 ^







a	 A, a w V U V" ^	 r%2 1 a w 2




_ ► 	 2	 _ /A, yaA"haa
 f^ 	 l	 l
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T.n a ^imi.lar manner, F.,quation (2,!3) cisi aloo bo written
in tcrwn of u, v and %:,. Ho•,,;cvcr, it is eerier to obtrin
that equt,tion from Equation (2.37) by inttac:um3ine Al
and Alt c: 1 and a2 
and intercharigbig u and V. Having
v;.r. ittcn the two inpinnn equilibriun cgwitiono in terms of
u, v and vr, the next step is to de-Lormine from thoue two
c questions, the u and v functions :'or on P ssuWed 11. The
detailr; of 16- hir3 method of approach are given in [ 5'
0
ORIGT AL PAG ± M





In thic tiec lion, the govc rninE; 	 for the
lr,*rge rmp:.itudc flexurv.1 vibration Gi tY,1n cl: s'llAc	 of
revolution axc derived. There egm).tic^n^ c;:n tbon,
 be specia.
-lised for c xc%xl;.x cylindrical, conical, r•phcric^:l, o6;i—z,al.
torus rY,r::.ls ctc. , which are ..11 rnocirl cater; of the i,^!c? 1
of revolu-A011.
^—Axis of revolution










Fij,ar.t: l n)imvi; the mer;dional curvo which when
rotatcd cbout the ay:in of revoIntlon gencrates the shC13 o:'




slioll. mo(uun sw:ftxe rare r  raid :c 2
 and their dir.eetfourr, :t
any poiri , of the shcsll Median Om- face are Rarv.::ivd to cai.^iciuc
with tho di.rectiona of the ort:ho;onal co-ordir^,%tcs 4 r;nci Q.
For a shf;2.1. of revolution, r1 an  r2 are functions or achy
ai;d not of E. Also, as can be seen from 1-11gu a I 9
r,, ^ rz 5 i n 0 ..;	 (3.5 )
va-Ld ,
d ra
 C 05 (3.2)
C1 0
The material law for tle orthotropic case is
given by
67	
_ E n E 11 + E 12 E22 aL
QA^






^ ? J•J(	 )
where E I , E22 , E12 and	 G	 are fotu independent rmterie
constaiitc3 of the orthotropic material. 	 For the isotropic
cc!.:,e z E t	 E
22
E	 G(i	 V 2 )" =- E »	
EU
2 ( I+^	 and	 F12	 c 1- UZ)
The strain at a general point (q, 0 1 1^
 
) can be
written in teri_ia of the slx nedizan s rf acc deforrmntional
quant-l.ti an C,1 , (; 2 , G^ z ^t^ ,)( 22 all ;r 2 ac follu;&:




(0 1-2  - x 12
: 26
where, tho q - 6 - ^r co--ordiriater, forr: as unui l a r1[,}it
handed co-ordinate syo tcm.	 The rL- co-erdinate is povitt,ro
in the direction of the unit 	 oett;;a3,rd nn in C`1
The raedi:%n vur.-C ce dcforir.ation charactcrised b.., th-,
 exten•-
sional Strains E 1 and E2 azid the shear utr.f:.in (s) ao rt-oll
as the curt*aturen 
	
and X12 arc de f i.nc• d in
terms of the displs.cerent corapcn(mts u, v and vi (ti hick co-e
ir, the	 t 6 mid '^, co-ordinate (irections respectively) nn
follovis	 [1] s	 `2,




^	 r,	 2 	 /
I	 U.
EZ	
1N	 1 ^ 1
- 
ip '2J, 0 ► 	 Cat	 +Y2	 -^,2 + 2- Yo W, o
I	 I	 v	 (w) e) ( w, ¢)
C,J = Y 	 + b^ lL^ © — 
Y2 
Cot ¢ 
+ — Yi Y
0
26 11 = —
r ^ \ I W^ 0 /r	 ,
I	 I




	 Vf ) Cos i ` - I WJ^ f2 =	 I
- r, a^ to
	
'ti	 ro 	 ' I	 {'	 V	 ' ^ Ga	 (3.5)
It if3 worth noting that the, expressions for C 1 , C 2 and W
are non l-incrs v herean those for 	 ?C 11 ,	 `2? rind x`12 fire
linuar +uid dep,-rdant only upon H wid its derivatives,
L
dA -= ►br, dodo (J•7)
.	 27	 .








The erpresoion:: for str-iin onerGy U, extcnsionaL
f^
strain energy U, i and the bendin; -etrain energy U2
 are the
came as thone given by Egim.tions (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and
(,^-_.g) t;h^rc, the elemental crew 1A in tho case o^ the shell
of revol-ition is grivcn by
The expransion for work done by the applied ourfacE force
components ^ , 01 and Z (per unit area) in the co-
ord.iiwuc directions, 0, 0 and ny respectivc;ly is
UBing the principle of minimum total potential, rmmely,
^ CU-W) = bu TOt. ' 0 	 the three equations of equili-brium 1z 
the Q and (T,^ co-ordinate directions arc obta-ined














= L ^C.2+?E,).P IJi?_= G( 2 ) ail	 (5•0)
wid ,
(;",If "^ rJ^ i '2L)	 ^`^22'	 D (}C22	 ^^i^^ t^ ' 	M D(I -v)iC^2	 (.^. i0)
where
C = E0 -7:Z is the extencionil riridity of the shell
acid D = ir, the bending rigidity of the shell.1^
The three equ :tions of equilibria i arc:
a	
Cto N i li a 4 ^' "'`) Ct	 Cos y'^)	 1422	 ► to r, ^^	 = 0
a a B.12) 
tf
	
N, i^ o	 t^'(2
J
` r ^	 co; S'
J	
14 1Z	 + t'cl	 I- ,	 G
{	 a p a^
29
D (V4VvI ) - D (^-?')	
(.L
2ad^ 	 ^,''	 t I t	 L^^ r V%' Jt, 10	 I
	
¢et	 Y4 a	 ;h ` 	 t^
	
1	 ^	 r
rr o L\ f'1 'J 	 r2. r^^ yeao I
	 ^ 	 >
_	 cos ¢ 1 ,	 2
O	
0	 Cos	 ,	 2 3 __J	 `	 of__
•	 '2	 r r 3	 ^`^5'^^A	 '^ 	 t' a^^^	 t^z	 ^GB	 1'ot^ d	 ror 'f'CDI p	 1	 0	 1
^ Na + ^2?1 _	 a ro NI
►
 `^^ ¢1 _! a [ I^ Nz2 V`,^^
r'	 t J	 ra r a	 r	 J o r	 ►oI	 2	 I	 r
	
^	 i	 I a e
a CN, 2 \,.^, 6) - _r Ii d 9 (t J,; w, ^) - z = o
OI
(>.13)
In terma of the stress and moment reoultantc, the last




(:05 yr,) - a 1 a (ro M.1) - r^	 22 - 2 10 ,Cos ¢) dM12
^	 ^Ia	 d L, ¢d	 J r aoo
a2M 12	 Nil	 N22	 )	
ro^	 aJ 	  \YI
2 ---- Ik + ro






	 \ t'	 ►'2 /	 d\ r	 O L r^	 r	 ^	 1	 0
a0 I(2 ""', c) - -ae QN,1z ^^, ,) .. Yore z = o
(>.14)
It ie of int-ereat to compare Equations (3" 11 )
cand ('x.12) which represcsnt the iriplwic equilibrium equ^ 4:.ona
S 30 s
with the rc of the l '.ushtar. i-VIasov spproxi! ati.on of thin
sholl thoox—y specialified for the c:.:-c
 of a chel). of rE:vcl •.1-
tion co thp-t vie let A	 r14 h2 == ro , a 1
	rind c, = ►3
(Sec Section 17, p.84 of Ref.,?)). Thi;: perraitc th^ use of
the aux:.1jury funeti.on (ctrecs f;nictiotz) P(q, 0) of the
Mushtar:.-Vlur,ov ap1woxix-atiou" co that the strecn resultants
j`T11 IT 	raid It 19 e'xe defined in terms of F(q, (?) as
So llor° f V	 C<^
_ Cot
I	 I
I	 a ( I
Ni2 - + Y, L 3 \ Co F' ") l	 C .,1,7)
It follonvc from the above that






a v O \ I ^I t. n F
	
S6	 I	
^ „	 o , o
(3.16)
Since r. o , r 1
 and r2 are independant of the 0
co-ordi.is.t© in the case of shells of revolution, if I.5
N22 and N1a` s defined by Equ ;tiona (3-15) are int^roduceC
i into th j inplaile equl.librium equations (3 . 1 ;) fui (3.12) t












The ab, e t •..o egi.;at..o::_- a.-e eati3ficd cxactly for slru13.3





an in the eptne of eirculrx cylin5rical or conical aY:ella
provided the applied load components ^ mid 9 are zebu.
In the case of other shall geometri.esr the last trio equa-
tions will not bc: satisfied exactly and in such cases, t1to
error involved particularly whon ^ ai:d ED cro zero, ti^il:.
be assu-ned to be negligible.
It is worth noting that if in Equations (3.15),
the fauotion F is replaced by w, tho resulting expres••
lions become that of^ l 2 , 7!11 and (- 2Z 1
 `) as given b.%,












where the operator v otands fc r
z
r, ro a	 r, r
	 a^5 J	 to ao 2^'	 2
Similnrly, from Equations (3.5 ), it follows that
	
iCL, t L, _2 	 = - D (\N)	 I
rZ	 I^
i
Bocause of Equations ( 3.15) and (3.17 ), Equa-
tion (3.13 ) NIl=ich involves the :'urnctions vi%o) and F((^,) )
F URICW
O^ p, p p PAG.P




t r	 oz ¢J W'c^o^ ! rr a ^_rorO rrI 	 ^	 o^	 ^	 I 1:3.19)
3
	
Uv 4- W — D(F)— I"ol; 	 14 11 v,+ ^e`r Nz^ wolJ^	 o
rl r a Lw^ a 	 Cr F,QI^ - -r r ae^r a,`r ^'^'l^
	
1	 ^	 I	 ^	 6	 t+ I
	 ^	 ^ O
F
=	 DCI-T)f^rr2 a ^^r W' 4' e°l + r ro
 ^ Cr a 
(





Sin 95	 2 (Cos _ 2	 Cas
r r	 C r 2 	 r2	 ,r )eo —2 C rr^)^^'r3 eto	 i	 o	 o	 to
I
The laot equation involving the function-- 17 an11 E
ire quite complicated because of the prccenco of the termo
within the brace: {... 1 on the r..ght hand aide of this eq in-
tim.. These terLit, multiplied by D(i - y ) can be shown ;o








22 	12 ) 
dA app,tar-
ing in the expression for berndJnt; strain energy U 2 are gi-ion
by Equation (2,B )o If the integj al snen'Lioned above its nel;lec -•
tcd so Zhat the Lending strain oncrgy is approximated by
(G^	 + Y 22)Z dA - C	 2. W)2 dA	 the a,
a considerable t3j.r:pli.ficaition of Equation (3.19) results.
33
Convequentl'1; , the follo:iring, aijj.p:.ificd vercion of the cc,:--




o ^ a r^'I^ a ^o 
G^ ^^ae^r`:^4ve^ a C:r a¢ rF
	
^'^¢	 )	 (3.20)a	 a ^ F	 - z
`	 r a© r, a^ Cf^ 'G
In the last equation, x.11 terms on its left liar d
side except the first two terms involve coupling between
V1 wid F and hence thio equation is coupled. If these tc rma
involvi::g coupling are neglected, the resulting linear ec ua-
ti.on, riaunc;ly # D 44 W - D(F) _ Z represents the equillbirutm
equati.oa for a shell of revolution according to the Uush1 rxi-
V1asav approximation of thin she 11 theory [2
Equation (3.20) can still further be aiwplifice by
introducing the inplcne equilibri= equations (3.11) Fald.
•	 (3.12) »herein the loading torme ^ and " are neglected.
Thug:, from Equation (3.20), the following equation is
obtained:
















Ucir- the expre sci-ono for
	 d , x22 and n,
	ac given by
Equatix.x ("" 5), the last egxm1, 3.()n can alno be written
t}ie form
y	 DD",-1h' - D (F) + N11 Xtou + N 22 X#22 + 2 N12 x,2 1 Z
(3.22)
It should be noted that Equation (3.22) ie alsc
the governing equation for the bael;ling of a shell of rc-\ olu-
tion m'r.cd it in recalled that in buckling problemE, 2'i,^
and 1122 rise corlprecsive (and similarly for 11 2 ) so that for
buchlin, problems Equationc (3.22) becomes
D(V4 kV) 	 N u 	 N22.^ 	- - Tl 11 9111 - N TL 7 0"22 - 2N 12 )^12 = ZYi 	 r2
(3.23)
or t b3* means of Equations ( 3 .5 ),
N il	 W2.^L
\Y^	 tr	 + fl a \ Y w'¢')
r I
	 Cot 95 ^ 	 2Ni2
	
+ N 22 ,
 IV, Eo + r^ r 	 +	
^
r 	 a C I VV) e) M Z	 I►►► 11' __`	 2	 Y^' o
	
(3.24 )
7n the above equation. 1; 	 N22 an  1, 2 repres•.nt
the strews rcbultvits (acting o 1A a -typical ulizz-ll element)
induced by the applied loud(s) %hat give rise to V.-':lln3.
.	 35
Their values JuLt prior to buel:ling tiro de-terrJ-ned from Clio
inpl,ane egc.ilibri= equationc, nLrzely, Eauutions (3,11 )
and (302).
Because of Iquation (3,15), Equation (3.21)
represents one equa-tion involvini; the two fumotiorc c1 anit F.
A second equation involving 17 tu,d N is obtained from tli,)
compatibility equation. If in Equations (3.5), thr; nonlLicar
terms are dropped, the resulting expressioro are exactly
those of tho Muahturi—Vlacov appisoxi=tiou opecialised fo:7
chello of revolution. The eonpa-Ubility equation that io
made use of in the Mus3htari-,Vlasov approximation c.peciali3ed
for chelle of revolution can he ;3ho% ,m to be
C^%„	 ^i21 a ^I a
	
_ a C^ d^^ Jrot'	 r2 + r + a¢ r a (r° Cz) a r a Eo
r, a2 E,	 y,
	
w
+ r,	 -( C COS S ) -- -	 = o
ro aU 2	 ro	 ae	 aka©
(3.25)
If we lineariue the oxl rc2nions for E 1 , E 2 and CO
,-,Li given by Equation (3.5) an" irtroducc the rcculting
exprces'iono into the lcft hem side of Equation (3-25),,
the result is
L-I




The ii cnd v depen&,nt terms aril e hccaure in writing the
C- ro r, C L ^^^)	 Yo t. V,
-l' 
t
2 	 Y, pluo nonlinear terms
3G •
expreeei ens for curvati re:;	
^v1
	 ^^24 rd -11 no dcpeniwit
solel'o,
 rn the dir;placement eoian4nent rr( ^,Q), rose L'gt,..Jion
(3-5)] , an approximation is involv,.d raid thiE; apprOric.'atiOn
is a1vo made ut;e of in the
	 approxl.mation. If
tho u Vnd v depondmit terL.'S in the cuv aturc expressions had
been %e^^t, tie termc
	 1	
-(r; Sin t) + Xr.e l would not
2
ariBe. In what fo?' .'Am, thoc;e torn- o depending; upon u Fnd v
will be neglected.. In this appro irate oen.9c, the right hand
Blde of Equation (3.25), upon in'mroducing the relations; for
e l l E' 2 imd (0 as given by Equation (3.5 ), will be-come
depcncl y :ic; lipm) V7 and i.tri derivatives: .
1'rom Equat`.onu (3. 0.) it follovr3 that
Eh^ (nn - U22)	 E2 = Eh (N22 - 7' r `,r^ )	
- Gh	 (3.2G)
a Eruatione B. i5) an (',.26) yield
Eh('
	 - tl2 fifOyC r^ + Y'










7ntrv:tucin Egii.ation (5*27) into flip lea"t hrmd
side of F•quation 0.25) the roll otiting cxrreouiun is obta{ ncd:-
(- a 	 1 3 r Yo a(' 
	
Ei, L5 L r a;;C- Y -3-0 
CrF^){.r^^ea+	
r	 ^'¢^
a rco	 CO o	 y (^' a (
+ a4^ C r
s 
^ F' 6p t r; r^r ^' ¢ `^ r ; ^ a ¢^`r
I
Y,	 C of S'	 Oi l 	D
O 1.	 1 2	 I	 1^	 0 
0 + 1
-2CI i-:Y)a 
1_^ r CF' Qe) - ( C .5 ) F, ee^ ^ ^1- t0r (2Y l1 t xr2
)
i	 2	 , (".28)
The above expreoolon can be shotm to be equal to
[
ro 1 / ?L„ X z2 ^ 1
--








V4 F - 0 2 ( 02 F= )	 and ttia l.ai liaoian operator
i.e du i:jed ao
r^E L a L^ a
	 +` YOl ae2	 ;j.2e^.)
L2l,roduetng; E 1 , C2 and co as given by Equation
(3.5) :.nto the left hand sIA(, a, Egwi-Lion ("1•25) c.nd
39
ncGlcct;Lz.;;, an MentionccL cart{.cr, the tervc




1	 L	 o 
VJ, ^)	 .._, _.
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On equating exprecsio3ie (3.28) and (3.29) -Wic








+ fI ° / i W
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d (r) I ( ,2 ^)(Y	 1v ¢) 2,p	 ^
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In the above equation, thu right hand vide ec:i. ► ir: tti
of nonlinuar terms and if they are ucg;lected, the rcet^:lti'c;
equation, ir, that ccrrc3pon;13.ng; to the 21u 3li.r:ri--1'lasov appr=ir-
mation of thin vholl tbeory [2]
Equation (3,30) is too complicated and a si12p1:;.fixa--
tion of It it evsential if any sod.ution in to be found for an
actual. probleim. Li such a simplification - to be jtaati fiel
latter -- all the nonlinear terms ecntaincd within the brace: {... }
ton the right hand side of Equation: (3.30) are neglected. If
in the remaining -tv,o nonlinear terms, we fiwther approzirna-;e
and write
	 d 1 c) (io7w 	 r 17, ep which meann neglecting;0
the terry-- r ? ( d )	 in compa-	 Iriuon to ( l,o 9 '3 f
o
Equation (3.30) vrill finally simplify to:
V " F + ►= h	 Eh f ^w ^2
	1t,/	 h3
(3-31)
The bards of the HiMplifi.,ration mentioned above
requires justif_icatic ►n. To this end, the compatibility
equation (3.25) is re-,aritten as:
	 pAGg T$ORIGIN ^'
c^	
_ 7 E ci ru	 r, a_2 E	 OF	 f U Cru E2) _	 _
a	 r, ()0	 ^cf> \ r,
	 d /	 ro a©2
I (c1r°
1
l )(j	 a2 co	
-Y r -yu	 x22.
If in the above equation, terma in iolv:ing, product- with
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`o	 .-, i r, a E, _ a c.)	
_ — 1' r	 ^
"u { X'22
r, a  t	 ro aa2 	 ay^av	 " ` C f2	 r,s^
If in t}.e above- equation, the nomline- ar part of the expr.c::>--
siollo :rCr 6 1 , C 2 and w as givmi by Equation (3.5) Care
introduced, the left hand side o,' the las . t equation yield:z:
Y^, a2- r( I 	 2	 Y,	 i^2 r( 1 	)?-
z	
^(
_ a c) O L \ ro ^ ^/ \ f 
On c}.pa iding the above expres3ior. Pmd neglec f4- in r tcrrae int-0JV_




The abov3 expression r,.ultiplicd by –1.1 	 the right hand
x of 1
ci.dc; of ::question (3.31 ).
Finally then, we have Fquutioiis (3.21) and (3.31 )
a,q ^hc t; . )veruing equations (for the static case) for the




. 1	 R AI=
They are r. pair of coupled, non'ljnc:r partiF_1 diffcrential
equatione. If tho nonlinear terr.ts are neglected, Equations
(3.21) and (3.31) reduce to the E;overnii4; egiUationr3 of
biushtari—Flanov approx:Urs.-tion of thin shell theory apeci,. -
lised for the case of chello of revolution.
a
It is worth mentioning 1 hat Equation:: ( 3.21 ) and
(3.31) also represent the governing equations of the prob'.en
of pootbucklirg behavior of thin elastic chelle of revolutUon
Lrovided the signs in front of tl.e terms involving the stress
resultants Nil 9 1'22 ai;d 11 12 deV.i:cd in terms of the stre;3s
function F(0,0) by Equation (3. 11 5) are changed from miiiva
..	 to plus. Thuo Equation (3.24) holds good; only, the streas
re;3ultants are 'L-o be determined from Equationo (3.31 ) and
(3.15)•
For the analyses of nonlinear flc^Lural vibration
problerif of thin elastic shells (if revolution, Equation (3.31)
rciaaiiis unchanged tis it repreoents the compatibility equa--ion.
•	 however, in Equation (3.21) Z hf^ s to be replaced by
©, t) - pate	 where,,	 is tho mass per uu::t
area of the shell and t is tim(. For flee vibration
p- ob1or--s, 
Za421,V'd' t) = ^)-
It is viol th•,,hilc ouusnar .sing the governing equations
for free: undamped nonlinear f).cx • xral vibration of thin elastic
Cos ¢ _	 (c^Y^ 1
ro	 Yo r,	 d cfm be dropped.
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shells of revolution. Tbere cgvF:tionn (in o*•tti .o-on^1
co--ordi^:r^tes
	 Enid 0 ) involving; the norr el di ;placoiwnt-
function. :,(Q,O,t) and the atu-ii "jary function (utreas fun:-
tio,n) F'(y1, 8•t) Fire-.—
\2 	 1l	 r, rp	 , Q^,	 r; w' 6^ 1r;2 t11, ^,^,,
(3-32)
(compatibility equation)
+D(V4 w)--{ (N) Yil cbCY, W,^'/
os ¢	 I	 I	 Cos ¢ ^+ N	 C	 W ¢+
	
W, e - 2 N12 
	 ( w,e22	 roll	 Yo	 8 J	 I ror^ 	 ro \Yo
	 ^I (>.33)
(Equilibrium equation)
The stress resultants 11" i , 1112 and 11 12 are defined
in terns of the stress function F by Egilation
However, in -*ievi of the approximations iiivolvcd in Equations
(3.32) and (3.33), thece stress resultants can be approxi••
Tjatcl3- expressed by
Nip	
` Y^ - ^^ c©^ N22	 2. F,	 Nit	 I^ roF^ f
Alco, the two terrnn in Equation (3.33 ) involvin;;
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The biharrronic operutor	 V 	 defined by ^^	 P 2 v 2
Nheres the Za plaeian operator V? is defi^ el U E uz;bioiir	 ).	 -	 S'	 q'^'
I (3-2813). But 3n view of the approxi=tion employed in ob i:ain -
ing Equations (3-320 9 (3.33 ), hT1 j rmd co on,	 V f c.-:.n b;;
w	 approximated as
02 ..) r	 a2(...) 	 I	 a2C_)[T2.
 1 2	 r 2 a e2F2
The above equations can be readily specialised for the
case of any shell of revolution; for ex.=plo, circular cylin-
d:eica:l, conical, ogiv; 1, torus, f:p:icrical cl all and co on.
Fith d s , = r ^ dQ and du, = r o
 d 0j
 Equations (3.3;')
and (3.33) can Also be written af,:
	
a2 w 2 






/.as, asz,	 a 'i	 asz	 ( 3.34)
Clio ,
..	 az v\	 I drol a w o2 wPw + 13(v'^tv) -













	 V4	 D 2 . Q 2 and from Equation (7.28a)
	










since terms involving products of ° cwn be n.,;lected i.n
I dro
which case tho t^: o terza propurt; onal to (ro d: i ) in
Equation (37 .35) can also be nogle cted .
It is of intereiit to compare Equ.ationn (5.34) ar.d
( 3 .35) w1th Equations (2.04) dnd (2,, 35) applS eabl e for tLF
case of thin flat plates. If in Equation (3,34), the tern
D(W) is dropped, the resulting equation, formally at any
t rate, coincides with Equation (2.24). Similarly, in the
absence of the torm D(F) and the two terms involving tht.
products of	 (L-a), Equation (3.35) reduces to Equationro ds1
(2.35). Thus the influence of the shell geoinctry is brouf.,ht
in essentially by the terms D(W) and 5(F), where the
operator D is defined by Equation (5.18).
As outlined at the end of the last section dealing,
with this flat plates, here also two methods of solution of
Equationo (3,.32) and ( 3 .33) are posoible. One is to assuue
a deflect--ion function Y1 that satisfies all the boundary
conditions of the prob1cm and banzd on the asset v W. `'ird
the streas fuwicti►ou F taut :aLisfi.cN the compatibility
equation (3.32). In general, the assumed Vd and the ccrves-
pondina F will not satiafy exactly the equ:L.13.briuw equation
( 3 .33). The Galerkin's method in cmployed to obtain an
t
approxim.ite solution [3] , r4]
rThe rlterriutc method isi b:3ccl en ;ra-ting t2•c
inplane equili.briuw Equctions (3, 1 1 ) wid ( 3.12)	 in tcrma .)f
the d..splacement cLwponen-%-s u, v at-id yr so that frcm the
reaultir. .g two equationc t we can •vey to rind u rnd v for an
assumed V. For example, if in -the inple .ne equilibri=
equation ( 3. 1 11 ), Equations ( 3.9 ) are introduced and the redian
Surface etrain a 6 1 , 6 2 and 0- defined in tcrims of u,v and %i
by Equations (3.5) are made use of, the resulting equation
can be iihown to bet
a (11,()1Y Co"2 o	 Y,
a	 Y u ' wl - \ Yo	 / l^ t 2r u,Vo]I	 O





CcV, s O 1	 Cos
	
I	 Ys
C 2l / ^'0 + 7 [ 2 t, d^ - --Zr )vieJ	 p
fr, co., ^,) `1, _ a (_!o_ `v1  	 a(`
 row,
r2JJ 	 a y^ 12 
	
( r, cos 0) ( I IV	 2 - a ( Y° 1 1 ► 	 1 l
	
(cosh) vJ \ 2
	 i \r ' e J	 a L 2 \r ^^J Jo	 0
2
— ri VJ	 1,^	 + (vv,	 ^V,--
 





+ 2 (t^ Cos ^'^^ \ Y W) ^'/




Similm-l.y, starting out with Egtu.%ion (3.12), anot',.cr
I	 equati,an in terms of u, v r_nd w can be ciritten. Tho
riC,ht }land siden of them two equu •tiona iz:volve $' cx1d
its derivatives so that from th.;re tvio equations, ire can
try to find u wld v for an a ;tuued W. This me ,10*110d h<A 3
been ured in the solution of the problem of nonlinear
flexuriil vibration of oval cylildrical. shells [5]
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Having derived the govt: ring equations for the .1-;xt;e
amplitude (nonlinear) flexural vibration of thin elastic flat
plates c.sing eurvili.ncar orthogonal co--ordinates a 1 and :t2
as well as of thin clastic chcl13 of revolution, it in possible
to gencialise Euid vTite do%m. the governing, equations for the
large az pli tude flexural vibrati-)n of any thin elastic shc11.
From these very general equation3, the governing equations
applical le. for shells of revolut Lon or thin flat platen can be
obtained as special eases.
For any thin ela:3tic sh311, let a typical point on the
median t+urface be P. At 2 9 the direction3 of tho principal
radii of curvatures which are orthogonal and the orthoGonal
co-ordinate directions a, and a. on the shell median surface
— e a:ssiwed to coincide. The elamental length ds on the
f3hell m- !dian surface is given by
(CI ' )2 = (A,cdoc, )2 + ( A2 doc2)`
1(C4SI )2+s2^2	 (^^•^ /
whcre, A j az3d A2 are the Lame" parameters and are in general
functio:16 of a, and a:2 . The principal radii of eurvatvrec
at a ty:3ical point ouch au P are denoted by r  and r 2 sncl
they too are in general functions of u  and a 2 . The two
L,-.me te irameters A and A and the t yroprincipal radii ofF	 ^	 2
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cw!vP.ture 3 at a typical pol.rnt ouch As 2 catJ rfy the ti.ree
condition3 luiovm as the Gau3e-Coda2,;,.i cone: tic^a, na:..6y,




^)	 rl 	, '	 2 r	 r2 a a 2	 (4.2)(Conditions3 of Cod.:;zi )
and,
a /I aAz\ +
CA	 a 
a	 I	 at,, \	 A,AzI	




'	 The etrain at a general point ( a l ,	 a2 , 'br ) can be
written is terra of the aix mediae surface deformational gcwuti»
tief;








 I	 I acs 1




^ A2 aa 2  AA \ aCL I
	r2 2 [A2  aa2JI
I av u C aA, i a
	
l	 u	 v ( L3AA2
) -I-Vj r
	 iaw
{,A as ti	 a«	 A a«	 AA ^a 




 * r ► a+ti 1._ ._ I - I c)	
-
I aw)+
.A d A ax I
	A I A Caa; AA ax ^J
	
I	 I	 I	 ^ 2	 2	 2	 2
	
(I	 a (I	 aW	 I	 a^ 21( i a^,^ 1
^^2z M l -^ a« `A as ^+ A A ao. J\A a /]
	
2	 2	 2	 2	 1 2	 s	 1	 ac,
^^. - A I — C- a a + l aA 
)^A as ^Aa1 i aw 1 L l	 J	 J   Iz	




I	 2	 2	 I	 1	 2	 2
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The last cat of equatio is speciali ne to those
applicable for the ease of than !lat pl<tes, r.=ely, Egw.z-
ti.ons, (2.3) caul (2.4), provided it is recull©d that the rt ^ ii.
of curve.turea (r 1 and r2 ) of the flat plate nedian eurfc-.ce are
infinity. With r,	 ce end r2
	 0*9 Egvatiol:s (4.4) rccioce
to Equations (2.3) and (2.4 }, F xrthen..4ore, with Al - r  Pnd
F
11 2 = r  as well as a i	 and a2 = 0, Equations (4.4)
special..ve to those applicable i 3r the cane of thin shells of
revolution, namely, Equations (3-5). It should also be
remembered that for nbelle of re volution, r, and ro (and
hence s' - r° ) Ewe fw2etionu of 0 only and not of 02 _ Bill J
CGOrd iilt.t0.
From Equationa (4.4 ), it follow s that
+ 	 ^ I IY 1(7r.,,	 x^2)	 -oz	
- a l ti la	 ^^ o^ 1 + aa ^^tt^
A D W




r^)+ ("")j = --D60 _ -
n^•f a 1Y ^A1 ) aa^ *^a L ► (^^)aaCrJ (4.^)2	 I	 L	 i	 2	 I	 I	 2 1	 2	 2
It is to be noted that in the case of a spherical shell,
r  = r 2 = R where R is the; rr ditia of the spherical shell
so that the operator	 2(	 )
U;iing Equations (4.4 ) t
 
the energy method and ntepn
analago-aa to those outlined in the last section leading to
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Equatim-La (3.32) wid (5933),  the governing eqantions for the
free, uadpaiped , 1 rrgo tLnpli t :udc: (nonlinc. ar ) fle-ural viln-L^-
ti.on of thin cl,ataic v!iellc c^:t }ic rer.dily obtainocl in ltrrx
of the normal dibpl.acemen •t function lY(a^, r.2 , t) raid t! -e
mv-iliw:y function (strcLw function) F ((x, l , c2 , t ). The: e
equations can be sholm to be-.—
E h f -D(1,'? (^	 wa )2-(^ a^^'^)(-42-iI 	 l^^^V4F =,^, ^^ a a , l \ i aa2 / 	Cat 2	 1	 1	 ^ 	 (4.7)
(Ccilnpatibi.lity equation)
•	 N it a 1/- 1 3W l N 22	 I aW(	 P^',^ D( `7 `^VJ) = "^P(I) At c^x t \h, ^x 1 I	 A 2 aa2 A2 ac(2 +
2,
^- 
2 (N t2) a t JA I A,	 arclaa2	 (q,g)
M.'Luilibrium equation)
N-:here,
I	 a	 I aFr(	 l i	 OA2l( I OF_11Nil= _
	 aa'^ \/^ aa2! f l^ A?ax JlA as
 L 	 2	 l	 1	 1	 I
.
r i s ( I aF 1	 i	 aP,, 1( 1 )F 11
rJ2t	
_ L '^ oGc \ 1, ^^: / h i, A•l ^Da2/\A c3u2/_JI	 I	 I	 I	 I	 2
and,
(^_a2 F	 aF	 1(a<',	 I 	
1 (cep, (7.3^,XT12+nt^ I- 	aa2 \aoc1^^A axlJl ^D.-I 	 .jz 	 1	 1	 I
(^'. 9)
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Howaver, in *tiew of the apprc y:.'zt-tion.: involved i±l L'quti.t:.ons
(4.7) and (4.8) which arc tho rase as t1wac3 involved in
obtaining Equations (3.32- ) and (3-33), Mlle Bt:`C68 xcwuxt;vnt::






an \A- c)a	 '	 ORIGIN2	 z ^	 2	 ni, PAGB DI
_ , a I a F 	 OF POOR QUA j
N22	 A Du^ 1 \n ^a
and,, I
1	 02F	 (T.9a)N 12
	 AAz aa. i
 C-k
The aplroximation involves negl(ct of those termu involving
products of the (;radiontc of th(! I=c' c parameters, namel,r
l	 (v^ 1 (^^+21 ct;c.
	 ;.
\ a^2 	C) w,
It follovis from Equations (4.9) that
(1111 + N22 ) =-	 v r and [1111,^^/,^,^	 f (1122/T2 )^ s - v(),).
The biltalmonic operator P 4 13 defined by p^ - p 2
 . V 2
whcre, the Laplacian operator	 V 2 is given by Equati. r,n (4-5).
Equa,tiono (4••7) and (4.8) can be readily speeinliced




 00 so that 5(W) = 0 and —))(r) n 0 and consequently,
Equations (4.7) and (4,S) reduce to Equation. (2.30) wel (2.3 1 ).
Th-e se equations also opecialioe to Equations (5.32) and (3.33)
appl i.cable to thin elastic ahe11s of revolution by lettinu




that within. the frame wort: of the aprPro::ima •t:ions involved
in obtaining Equations (^."2) and (3-33) 9 the two tur.ms
ro ort onal to	 _	
drr )
P P con	 'I^ l,^z , 	 should be droi,ped, s.v
mc:,tiOAc d in the last section.
A more accurate equ,ati.ort of eq% ilibr. ium than Equation
(4.5) or--n be shovrn to be:
p l.f + 1) (V 4- W) - C5(F) - NIIX1,-,N22 7('22-21412 X121
where, 2v 11 , ?%.	 and 7t h 2 are given by Equation (4-4).
For the problem of buckling of the shell (either the
linear t-uckling problem or the pc ► stbuckling problen ), Equ;t--
tion (4.10) without the inertia term p;ti is applicable ixrovi.cleft
the signs in front of 11,E ill N22 <tnd 11 12 are chanced from ;sinus
to plus so that for shell buckling, the governing equation
becomes.
D (V 4 \y ) +- [)(F)-Ngx ll' n 22 r 1.2 - 2 N 12 r 12 = Z
(4. 11 )
Micro, n(F) = - [(IT 11 /r_ 1 )	 (IT 22/r2 )' and Z repreeentc
the co',Lnonent of the applied sur-face load in the direction
of the nj coordin«te. For the l inetw buckling,
 probl; •:, ;he
values of the stress resultants N 1 +, 1122 and 1112 ju -t pr :or
to buck'-Ana are determined from th ,- ling-ariccd version of the
j
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compatibility equation (4,,7) whe:,ein the term —D(v) it
dropped. The relationship betv.ei!n the st ye ;s function r a-nd
the stress resultants are defiut,1 by Equation (4-9). for the
postbuca.ling problem, the stress resitItantw appcaring in Equr: "
-tion (4.11) are determined Prow the coup; ti')ility equa.tioa
(4, 7) NvItich is nonlinF:ar.
With (Is 1	Al
 da 1 and dal = A2 dal , 2 quatf.ons (4.7)
and (4.8) can be written. as:
^'^ 1v 2	 j2µ/ u W4	 l__ C ^)	 1	 1O f= ._ Eli	 v, i ^a^ c^,2
	
(05 12 1(a52 J 2-	 (4.12)
aria,
1(4-1 3 )
In the above equations,
equation (4.5),
VV . X7 2 and from
^	 a	 ac^^^>11 	 a	 ac^ 11V 2
 C.. :_2 
as
[A2 a Si _l + A  a5 2 CA ' a52 .l
ra
2 (.. . )	 az^...)
lasf +	 as 2 1	 (4.14)z
since 'terms involvxn.7 products ) the grad ien ts of the L-..moO
DA	 3Apass n.21;err, I nw3ely, 	 2 and	 1 are neglected in thed uz
appr. ox.'..wation employed here
	
_	 -,^-	 1	 2
vv+DW'IV,.,) = DCF)^ hu ° .v + N22 a^-^ + 2Ni2 aw
	
P	 as;	 as1	 as, a^2
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with Nit ^ - a sF 	 1 22	 a51 b ncl ^: i2	 + c^5 2^?	 z
Equation (4.13) can be written as
	
D2 F a' W D2 F a' yJ	 r y2 F	 c^2^V
µ1 D CV `r	 D C F-	 -r	 1
-	
2
a^z^ as 2 as; as ? 	 1 as x52 1 a^, a,2 ^
^	 2	 ^
We now define an operator (follotieing Vol'mir)
f
O (W, f ) :_ M siq 5252 1'x5252) F5151 - 2 F5 , 52 \V5,52
;o that vie get,
^(^ + D CV4- W) - {D(F) - O CW, F) }
which iE a neat, short %vary of %vri_ting Equation (4.13).
Since,
•	 o	 \U) = 2 C^J< <^ \v< < - (^f	 ^ z^
we can v-rite Equation (4.12) an
Equwl
 ions (4.12) and (4.13) hold Vood for an thin
elastic shell and it is readily verified that from thene iqua-
tions, ?:quations (2.34) and (2.35) uvplic:able for thin flat
platco -Lnd Equation; (3.34) and ( 3 035) applicable for thin
elastic shells of revolution c,-m be obtained an special cacese




In thin cection, on th^f bucis of wi w;ur^ed vibration
mode whicli is Vaken as the product of a finLetion of time z nd
function of the space -\r riablea, the riod4l equal lUion is do 11 er-
mined for the general caNc of thjn claoti.c shell^ aiscus:.if-d in
the last sccticn. This modal equation can then be specia'.iced
for shells of revolution or flat plates or beam,.. The ch,, sac--
teristi.c features of the wodul e q uation an applicable to i,hin
shells cn. the one hand and thin flat plates and straight beawa
on the ether hand are discussed.
Let
WCs„ s2 , t) = B Ct) \N C5
(5.1^
where E(t) is a generalised co-ordinate and TJ(a 1 , E2 ) ;,$
the node shape asstm,ed to satis4y all the - boundary eondit-ons
( both gE ome;tric wid natural). Introducing Equation (5- 11 ) in
the coTapa.tibili ty equation (4.12), vie get
V`^F = Ch -BCt) ^(w) (32 a ►a^ 2 _ a'w c^'w
I	 2	 1	 Z
	 ( 5,2)
v; 21crc
	 ^ ^^ ,
	






A, as2 ^ r,^ as2 J^	 5. ^ )2	 (
Egizati.oa (5.2) is satisfied provided F it; asstwed as
2F Cs ,s,,0 = G Ct) r (5j .,52.) t B F (51,52)
F(
So that,






If the problem were 31r.eex so that Equation (4. 12 )
is linear, then, F = 0; that if, F(s j ,e2 ,t) ' B(t) f^(si,s2).
The equilibrium equaticn (4.13) can be Yrritten as
L ( W jF) - 0	 (5.7)
Nchere I
L (^'J> {) — I piN +D^V"f W - o(F)-N^-12 w `N22 w -2N12 ^vV
1.	 \	 as2	 as2	 as as2
	(5.^)1
Uoing the Galcrkin t s nctrod,
where, dS z A I A 2 da l dal = dc," da` and 671 3 (SB) W
so that Equat ia,,. (5 o 9) becomes:
^( [ L (W, F)] 1U d5 = 0	 (5.10)










aZ F	 a^Vi 11+ (la;^^ as
1 1-	 2 as
r











It is helpful to define the following integrals:
I, = Pf (0)2 ds.
I2
 = D 1 (v4- v^) w ds.
	
I _ r rp(T-)] + a2i e C	 32F	 F 2 a2F a'vii `V
- j5
" s t	 as2 as	 2as2. cs? 	as as2 as X52^	 i	 ^




`5 { a5? a5? + as; a.,2	 2 a5 a:. a5,	 'Ra5z5	 •i	 2
1IC(Tn I3, J 2I^ (5.15)
s 5£3
In terms of the above gvuntitie s , EquF-tion (5.10 1 ) ciai be
written as:
t I, 62 t I 5 ^i3 =0	 (5.13)
The solution to the above nonlinear ordinary di ffcrcn-
-uial ec;uation involving B(t) helps determine tho anpl l tudu
versus frequency relation in th3 ease of thin elastic abells.
If the shell were undergoing sz -ill amplitude flexural vibra-
tion (that is, the linear prob]_;r1), the associated frequ3ncy
equaticn can be determined from the linearised version of the
modal l quation ( 5.13) so that the governing linear diffe.ren-
^_	 tial equation becomes:.
i
11  +(1 7 - I . B = 0	 (5-14)
AFisuminn solution of the form D(t) = Bo coo ca
	
	 :t, the fr(-
quency u) as determined from Equation (5.14) is
The modal equation (5.13) can be readily specialiced
for the case of shells of revolution for Which Al = r1,
A2 =ro t a1 = O raid a2 - G co that da, n _ i da 1
 = r 1 a0
and ds> = A2 da2 = r  d0. Also, for a shell of revolution,
the elc:aental area do = r  r. I d o d 0.
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It iu of interest to ob-.rin the modal equation for
the C Ix of thin elastic fiat plates. Thin can be obtained
in a mariner Fanaingons to that used to obtain Eqm-ra tion (5.13),
and starting, out with Equations (2.34) and (2.35). The
requi.ree,k equation can also be ob-:ained by apeciai icing,
 Eq .ca-
tion (5,13) for the case of flat plates for which the radii
of curv y-.tune of the ueclian surface r 1
 and r2
 are infinity,
When r 1	 w and r2 ca, it is obvious from Equation (5.3)
that
D (w) = 0 and D (F) = 0
	
(5.1C, )
Thua the compatibility Equation (2.34) i:+ satisfied by
F ( S „ 5 2 ,t) = B2 F (5,52)	 (`^. 17 )
comparing the above with Equation (5.4 ), it is seen that
for the case of flat plates,
F Cs i ,s 2 ) = 0	 (5.1£3)
Because of Equations (5.16) and (5,18) t It is clear from
Equations (5.12) that for the case of flat plates,




Consequ !ntly Equation ( 5.13) sitrpli.f ieu to
I, t3 + 7, B + 1 5 [33 = 0	 (5.20)
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The above Piodal equation which is a nonlincar of a i-
nary_4J.' fcrential equation helps dei;ermine the wnplituA.c
versus Z:equency relation.-,hip fcr a thin elastic flat 1,11..te
undergoing lame amplitude flexural vibration. On eompw.jng
the ILW.-O equation with Equation (5.13), it is eeen that in the
case of flat plates, the nonlinear term proportional to B2 is
absent. If the last equation is linearised, the governirg
equations for the small amplitude flexural vibration of a thin
elastic flat plate is obtained, from which, the frequency w
(rad/second) can be determined as
6) = Y12./I,	 (5-21)
The modal equation in the case of straight beam[:
undergoing large amplitude flexural vibration can also br.
shovm to be given by Equation (5.20). For this, it is
easier to work with the governing equation for the large
amplitude flexural vibration of straight beama, namely,
C	 a2 Wp-^ + E I a ^a - N„ a xe - o	 ( 5.22)
\%here, N il = Ea C .! and rag is the beam cross sectional .urea.
11rvil the equilibrium equation in tho x - coordinate
direction, JA can be rhovm	 dFthat dx1 = 0 so that C^ Co . Con-
(	 st^nt. Thus, N i	Ea Co where C 1". 1 u9 + 2(w 9,,)7T It can be
01 %,
k) QU ^'E L4
'	
t
Ethoti.T. that C o = i fo Cu 	 4.z W2 z 'IX
[(LL)o
 t 2 f ( Ws;c)	 .J
rc 	 t
if (U ^o = O	 Ca - 2^ f (^ti^j 4K r-otIiat N^^ = 22 •10 l^'`^.
 z^2 d^C .
Assuming W(x,t) in A(t ). r(;:) and using the Galerkin's mcthod
as befor.% , the modal equation-can be shovin to be
	
J.	 JZ A + J3 A3 = 0	 (5.23)
where,-
pf e(^;^)2 dx	 J2 = E:I re (
d4 
1 1%J dx
o	 do \d X4. /
J,3 = - E a e d ^v 2 
^2 W 




It is of interest to note that the modal equation
[ace Equation (5.13) or (5.20)1can also be obtained by app:.y-
iiig the Lagrange's equation of motion, namely,
.	
d	 a -r	 a
Ca6 aa (T-u) = o
	
d 	 (5.25)
where, T is the kinetic energy of the syctem, U represents
the strain energy, B is the generalised coordinate and there-
fore, B is the generalised velocity. Hith,
T = 2 ^Cw)2 ds
where W is given by Equation (,.1), we get
dr C^ al= Ij d
err
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In the above, I I
 is given by Equation ( 5.12) so that the
above represents the first ter*. of Equation (5.13). SiMAIIarly
the other terns of Equation (5,:3) or (5.,20) can be sh%-$ . to
atom from the second term of Ia6range's equation given by
Equation (5.25).
~	 `thus, the wodal equation from which the frequency
versus amplitude relationship if determined in the case c,f the
large amplitude flexural. vibration of straight bea=u and
. plates is of the same type IS ccEquation (5.20) whereas, in
the caa3 of thin elastic ahells the governing equation 11;ee
Equation (5-13)] has an additional terra proportional to B2.
It is worth investigating whether this circuiestance has trny-
thing to do with the fact that in the existing literature:g
most of the available solutions for the cace of thin che:!ln
are found to give rise to nonlinearity of the "uoftening
type" (that is, frequency decrer.scs with increasing ampl.i-
tude) whereas in the case of flat plates of different gco-
retries the nonlinearity is alwi^ys found to be of the 'harden-
ing tyre " (that is, frequency increases with increasing
amplitude). In fact, based on ':he survey paper [6] and [7]
it is possible to draw the following general corclusiona
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(C) Rings - - - -	 - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - Softening typ..
` (1) Circular cylindrical
(D) Shell n (2) Oval cylindrical	 -- Softening typ,3
(3) Spherical
The above ourimary of re:3ults raises the question as
to why in the case of atraight beams and flat plates (ir.7cEpec--
tive oj' plate geometry), the nonlinearity is always of the
hardening type whcreas in the case of bodies like rings and
shells the undeformed median surface of Which have curvature
to bcG5.n witi:, the nonlinearity is of the softening type.
Equations (5.13) and (5.20) can be written formally ac
•	 2d e
d +ag o + b e' + cO = oto (5,^6)
where, ao ,b and c are real numbarc acid 0 = 0(t). It will
* Tn Vie cast: of cyl.inciricrl ehells, it is assumed that
the : •atio of the axial to ci_rcvm1'crcnt j .l half.-wavev
of t ie vibration node, is small. If this ratio is l:sp,e,
the .ionli.nearity. is fouu:d to ho of the 1:1 udening types.
2	 6 	 t
be casily recognised that the ab);(% egltation. alr.o re greser,th
the dynt-Avic egwAion of a maf;a-sprie r; combination wherc thz
sprin t; restoring,
 force is nonl:.-i?ar and is defined by r. cubic
eYpress..on of the fora (a2 0 + b02 + CC43 ).
Multiply each torm of Equation (5.26) by (ut dt 0) and
"	 integrate to obtain
(0)2 =Co_ [R.e? + L b©3 +284]
where C o ie a constant of integration to be determined from
` initial conditions on 0 and 6. Yrom the last equation,
we can Xinally obtair.
t -
 Ya	 (5.27)0. Q— )
v. here C? (o) _ [C. - `e. 62 + 3 b 03 2 E 4) ]	 is a quart i_e
in a and 0  0(t = 0). The integral appearing in Egc:a-
tion (5.27) is an Elliptic intee.ral of the first kind. Ilie
nature sf 0 versus t curve will depend upon the constants
R2 , b, c and Co . For the flat hate problem the governing
equation of which is Equation (5.20), the coefficient b 0
in Equation (5.26) so that Q(0) appearing in Equation (5,27)
becomes a biquadratic. This is true aleo of the problem
involving straight beau [see Equation (5.13)]
When b = 0 in Equ.atioi. (5. 26), the solution to the
resulting differential equation where c > o can be shown
7 = 4 F
a6 I f u- (5.31)
• 65
to be (tzc:e page 26, Ref.8)
_ _ I
t	 (ao tCCo)^^Z F(^,sP)	 (5.28)
where,
F (x'
	 ~ ro f I- sin	 (5.29)
i s the elliptic Jntegral of the fi.rat kind and




obviously ) 2 < 1 . The initial c:)zidi tiona
 are assumed to be
0 (t = 0) = 8 o and Q(t .= 0) == 0. It can also be shown 101
that the period of oscitlatior_ of the dynamical system for
which the di^ferential equation (5.26), with b -- 0 applies
iB givez ► by
where, 1'(/\ , 2)  is tide complete e Lliptic integral of the first
ki>>d vvi- :h modulus 	 r urtherm )re, it is Imovm that the
period 'G decreases with i.ncreas•: in ao , d, Oo
 either indi-
vidually or collectively [8] n Phen C 0, %Ye lkave the
linear prob'! em so that
_
A
 _ 2'f(t 	 7 - A 0
Thun,
The above ratio which is eqw.l to unity for C = 0
can ba rlhown to be less than uni ty for all c > o [6]
Y	 ^t(Y	 (5.32)
	a	 I	 I	 _^.	 1^	 i
i
f	 ^, p AGE ZS
Oily' g Q^ ^'+ ^
	
v^ Y	 6 6
Conscqunntly, the assooiateo- nor -dir:enrio MI fr. egiii -.ncy
(W/O) _= (Zo'/Z) where co i:l tl:c frequency for the nonllne.-.r
probl.e'lL and 0 is that for tnc: linear problem, incT-c;xsc!s,
Thus the nonlinearity is of the hardening -type. For any fixed
set of valuer of ao and c, wince the period 'r dec3-ccas:;,; with
increas.:»6 amplitude Oo , the nondi.mensi onal frequency (w/ Wes)
will increase with increase in the amplitude 9 0 which is
exactly* the result mentioned eat lien for the case of flat
plates. Thua we arrive at the imrortant conclusion that in
0
the case of large amplitude fle%ural vibrationion of thin ' fl at
plate-, find otraight beams for which the modal equation has been
shown to be given by Equation (5.26) wherein b = o and
pr. ovi.de& c > o, the frequency i-lereases with increasing au.pi i-
tudc (hardening type of nonlinea:^i.ty). Note that this conelu-




	 A conclusion of a simila? broad nature in the case of
thin ehells would be mos:z interc;3ting, if such can be fnuld.
To this end, we examine the modal equation
	 applicable
for any thin -,hell where the assiuned movie shapa in given by
Equation (5.1). Equation (5.13) is of the general form of
Equation (!').26) and by comp.arin{; these two equations, vie ace
that
ao = ( I2 - I3)	 (5-33)
where I2 and I are both poeiti ,!e and it is asswe^d I, > I
which con be physically ju3tifie6 from the .frequency for the
2d	
+a. © + b © z _ 0J (5.3/*)
Q^
l inef..r problem as given by E uatl on (5,15).  The coe f fi c i.c r.t
1 3 which depend B on the quantity I?(I') vatiiche^; for the case
)of flat plates as c,- ,.n be seen	 Equation (5.3). Thu-, tl.c
value of the coeffiel.cnt ao for a thin elastic shell is leas
than that for the case of the corresponding flat plal:c obte.jr.ad
by putting the principal radii of curvaturo r 1 and r2 eac h
tending -to infinity. If ao cleczeases, Equation (5.20) w .th
b = o will give rise to a large value for period -C v ►hich means
smaller value for the frequency. Thus the trend of the non-
linearity is towards the softenirg type rhich agrees with the
result of aluost- all the investi(ations so far on thin elastic
shells of various geometrico. Bt.t this result based on Dlua-
Lion (5.2G) with b = o is not quite con.clucive because in the
case of thin shells, the modal ec.uation given by Equation (5.26)
has the term be  in it. With 1,- o, a general solution to
j	 Equation (5.26) seems difficult. However, let us examine the
e quirt i or
'	 where, as and b are both positive numbers and the initial
conditions are ©(t = 0)	 O o anC: e (t = 0) := 0. Assuming a
solution of the fore
0 = A., I A, Cos Wt t A 3 Cos h^^t
it can t-e shown (see p^;e 51 of Rcf.8) that
( )^i) l.= [I -- 12 z ) 0.1	 (5.35
two
~;here w io the frequency of th3 nonlinear problem wid
4
w(511 52,0 = ^ ^L(t) Pd (GI ,sy)c
:
	 63	 :
W = a  i:i the frequency of the linear problcm. krom cqu_.•-
tion ( 5 .35) it is readily seen that the noridir in;:ional free u.cncy
deerea6ca A-t;h increa.ing 8jnplirt v dc Oo
softening typo of nonlinearity. Thus in the
the deerea3a in the value of the coefficient
[sce Equat ion (5.3^ )] Fund the prc ar iir.e of the
equation (5.26) each contributes indiviclually
agyrtin :Lgyp' A. k u
caLee: of thin chcll:;,
ao due to 13
terra b0?
 ir.




tyke of nonlinear. ity.
So far, we have worked ai.th an ac umed one term raode i
shape given by Equation (5.1 ) and determined the modal equation
for the generalised co-ordinate B(t) . The nonlinc.sity of the
problem makes the analysis based on an a-.stuyed mode shape con-
sisting of a finite number of terms very difficult. Quito k
naturally, the analysis becoweS Liorc complicated as tfie nuber
of term: in the asstuued node shape increases. All the sane,
it is oi' interest to obtain and oxcmine the nature of the nodal
ey,uatio::s that result when a series iu assumed for the ro le
shape. Thcrefore, let
where, iii ' s are the generalised coordinates and 71110 wh Leh
are fur,^tiona of the space variables -1 gild c2 are as: used
to sati:ify all the boundary cond.itionc (both geometric 1ni
s	 natural). On introducing Equation. (5.36) into the compati-
bility Squation (4.12) and examining, the resulting equation, 	 I
69
it will be seen that the stress fuzetS.on F has to be
r
	 of the forrl,
F^ + z1 E, cat B, F'j F,s I
^-) r, c { Fi 3	 Fti } a11Ci {F^
pied 112 are determined frtz,
rC ,,l,52 ' 0 - t Zj[ 13^ Ft cs^,s Z ) +(Bj^
where, the three sets of fungtii




o 4 CFt )	 - Li} DCwi )	 (5.38)
n^CFt ) = Eh CCw	 )2 — (W	 ^^.	 (5.39)
)S 1 5 2 .05 1 6 1 	 15 2 5 z
v4 (F,'^ F'^) = 2 Eh [ CW'^s s )(W;S S )^^"'r;s 5)(C'^;525 )^
	
(5.40)
1 2	 1 2	 i t	 ^	 2	 55
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where, p takes on (one at a time) each one of the values
that i can assume. Thu o, Equation (5.9) yields i
f ^LCw, F)1 Wp ds = 0	 (5.42)
where, L(1",F) is given by Equation (5.8). If Y' as giv* n
by Equations (5.36) and F as given by Equation (5.37) a^c
introduced into Equation (5.8) :and recalling the definit..on
r
70
of stre:;a rut:ultants in terms of r given by Eq-.iation ( 1
 .9a.)
Equation  ( 5.42) can be used to yield the following, Moelal
equation:
(r^l^ 1
' (D1) + 1(1 2- ) ip , —
 U5)tp 	 t
+(I5). (gi)3 + ^. CI) (^ E) + (h)• (a B')tp	 J[ 6 op	 t J	 ^jv	 z J
+ 'EJ k (In)Okp ( Bi Bj ad	 = i)	 (5.43)
In the above, p takes on (one at a time) each one of thr.
values that i takes and J # 1t 1P i. The coefficients '.I1 )ip,
(12 ) ip etc *
 are surface integrals, the integranda of which
involve functiono oS. 71i s, 1'i's, Fi's and ^'^ Fj . The explicit
nature of the coefficients are rot given here, as they ai-c
complicated expressions. For each value that, p can tale,
tive can vrrite an equation using equation (5.43) eo that there
are as many equations as there fre p'c (that is, i's). :'his
..et of nonlinear equations arc coupled in the generaliced
coordinates B is. If a one terfr solution is a)nsidered
so that i	 i (and since j Y= k. f i so thrit the quanti•,ics
%, ith j and 1; as subscripts do nut exist), Equation (5.43)
will reduce to "Equation (5.13). From Equation (5.43) i •^ is
readi )y seen t;: at the nonlinoar ter.:ns are of two tylx-rc,
namely, of. the quadratic type 11^ j and B B. terwol wid ofJ
the cubic type (11i t
 Bi B  and :31. Bi B ). If in Equation ; >./t3 ),
:	 71
the terms involvin, coupling between the gen^.rali .3ed coorC ,- ites
are neglected (that is, terms involving Bi B j^ , 13i B^ a n<3




If the above analyois st:sting with Equation (5.36)
is carried out Sor the case of f:.at plate;, the nodal equation
anala6ous to Equation (5.43) which is valid for thin elastic
shello can be shovm to be! : -
.
Wi 
•B' +(I "') 8 • + U)5	 +E• (I )•	 • 6j +EEJ100 . ^V•G'8) =0l	 p	 {	 tp t	 ^ tp 63t	 ^ 7 c ^p b' ^ 	 ^	 ^.	 ^ ^ k,^
where ) p as before takes on (one at a tuna) each one of the
valuers that i takes acid j # l:	 i. Egvation (5.44) rep:^esents
as many equations as there are p's or i t s. Compzariiig "rqu3-







rtional to Bi and Bl
the cubic tyre (•tha•
similar observat ion
of the quadratic type (that
B^) are absent and only non-
t is, Big Bi B  Eald B  }3i Bk)
was riade earlier with
reference to Equations (5.13) an,1 (5.20).
A different approach to obtain the modal. equations in
possible. This involves tirriting the expressions for the kinetic:
energy T and the strain energy U of the elastic body. The
exjr_• enn ion for U can be obtained from Equat ions) (2.6.), (2.7)
72 •
aijd (2.9) %,•herein the appropriate relation;_ , fen t:ie med Jan
surface strains C 1. C 2 and W .end. for the curvatures
22	 `and x1	 F.ixe ur.ed. Thun	 and U can be obtc.incd in
terms of the displacement componcntc u, v and w. As:;umin.-
for u, v and N7 the product type of fu etions involving the
generalised coordinaten 1-9ce for example, Equation (5.1)r,
and using the LaGrange's equation (5.25), the modal equations
involving the generalised coordinates can be determined. In
thin appzoaeh, the compatibility oquation (4.12) and the sim-
plifications and approximations e.nbodicd in it or in the
equilibrium equation as given by :,question (4.13) are not
involved. However, in this approach, a set of coupled non-
linear ordinary differential equations involving the genera-
lised coordinates will have to be solved. ThAs approach of
dcriving the modal equations is similar to what Mayers &nd
llrenn I(-)] employed in the solut ion to the problem of non-








In this section the problem of buol:ling (liret:r
probler») and poutbucklin,; of plal-.c s and shcll g
 arc ^.j:.cu: ^:ed
froia u general point of vier. Iii Scctioli 4, the govcrr -.,.,,
`	 equations for the po;;tbucl_1ing problcn of thin c? act;ic c:.: 11r-.
have been obtained and they are the equilib. iu:a egsv Lion ( 4 .1 i )
and the coiapa4ibil3ty equation (4.7) or (4.12). It is he).pful
to rcproducc there equations here;.
D Cv 4 ^,^^ _ C'r^ t ^r 2) -- N Y N • x 21^ 7l = Z1	 2 /J 	 II II ^ 2l_ 22- 	 X 12 12	 (6.1)
and
2	 z	 2	 2
p4 F = Eh{-D (W) + (as, as	 \a/\d 2(6.2)2	 `i	 2
In Equation (6.1). —11411 + ^) = 15 (F)
r,	 rz
For the linear or clawical buckling problem, the
values of the stress reoultants 11, 1 , 2122
 and It 
12
just prior
to buckling do not depend upon t.le bucl :linG mode 1i so that
they are determined from the lin. ;arised version of the cam-
patibility equation (6.2) ^rherei:i the term 7)(VI) jvhich dc-ends
upon the buckling mode 1l, is nee,-4lccted. Thus the stress
resultants for the linear buckaing I)roblcn era. determined
from the compatibility equation p4Y - 0. For the post:.
buckling problem, the stress resAtants appearti:h iii Bgvction
(6.1) are determined from the co:apatibility equation (G.^ )
which i.9 nonlinerir.
.'14
The goticrning equatinnr for flat plateli c.v: bei
J
	 obtained from Lquations (6.1) and (6.2) by rc:cr.11inZ; that
for flat platea, the principal radii o; c;urvaturov r 1
 anr. r2
are both infinity so that the of erator b vanic-hes, as
I {
	 can be seen from Equatiou (4.6).
Is As in the lant socti.on, the fmic:tion 11 is asEiianed
as a series so that
where Bis are coefficients to le determined anda a*c
functions each of which in assured to satisfy all the boim-
dary conditions (both geometric and natural) of the prob:^ctn.
With the assumed node shape given by Equation (6.3), the
compatibility equation (6.?) is satisfied if F(i l ,s2
is assumed as:
r	 2 ^	 f s
F{S^,s2) {p^` F^(s„s2)+	 +Dc^.C^tFics,,sz) 	 Fil + 1S. Bj B; Fi F;}	 (6.4)
where, p*
 is the applied load (other than any lateral load Z)
that gives rise to the buc} lIng problem. Vlhcan p*:: 01
Equation (6.4) reduce: to Equation (5.29). The set of fczne--
tions
	
{r,i}	 {2'i} and {F ; are determined frera Equ--.tions
(5-38)t (5.39) and (5.40). The function	 Fo appef:ring in
Equaticn (6.4) is determined fret, tLo biLarmonie equation
FpAL pAC 
W	






For the l.incix buckl.in,; problem, it has b l-L.1 r:c ntiorcd th:.t
J	 the compatibility cqu tion in 14 F0 u 0 too that	 -ion
(6.4) rs3mplil fic:a to
Flineal, a ^p(519^i;^	 (G.6)
•	 Yehere, p} is the critical value of the load at which buckl.inr;
occurs co that p* is the quantity to be determined in the
linear buckling problem.
The stress resultants N 11 , x22 and 
2112 
are defined
in tcrmn of the utrcc,s function F by Equations (4.9) from
which vrc; vrritc (in vicar of dc: = A^ da d and do2	A2 dn2 ):
	
(^ d F	 iN	 1"	 t^	 A2 CAS,
	
az F	 I	 aAt
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If the same approximation au used in the previoi.c
sections, namely, neglecting ter.4s involving; producto of thcf
	
bA,	 Bk.gradients of the Lame' paramctc.L a such as ( V,2 ) and
is Trade use of, the stress resultants and curvatures as E:iven
above can be simplified to:
	
(a2 F ll	 _	 (cc-) FI	 3`F
^^N '^ ! 4^s21 ' N22	 -	 =/	 Ni2 r +^s, ^^1	(6.9)r	 `
ard,
	







^C a sz / .' x12 - ^\a. as2/	 (6,10)
Using the above relaticns, tl
(6.1 ) can be %mitten as:
L (w, F) = D (v4-w) t[T
r, 
C F ♦ I. al^J -^S+	 ,, s,
a1F+2 
cls,asa 1a$1 )S) Z
Le equilibrium equa-.ion
( z
T572z lab i,1 a ; ^as)
o	 (6.11)
Employing, as in the previous sections, the Galerkin's method,
re get,
S,A EL(w,F)] bw dA = U
where, dA = ds 1 dc  is the elemental area on the shell
median sur face .
With	 bs = (6Bp) T,P 9' . . =-
f CL (w, F) ] wh d A = Un
.*
i
: :he last equation  yield s
(6.12)
s ?? :
By meals of Equation (6.3), we can vrritc from Equation (5.11 )
L(w,F) = ^^-^Io+Cl^)t 81 +(I1 )t I3t +(I3 )t 1. +^,(I4)j j BB B,+ j^ c^stj r^^ ej
+ Zj 2: k (IA5k Ek B; Bk J
(6.13)
where J ^ k ^ i and lot ( I 1 )i etc. are defined as follows:
I _ -	 f { ^Fo	 ► ^Fo 11
° I- Z+p Cr, a52+ r as2 lJ
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lCasY as2 +i^2,as2 L\asZ /, 2 ^S2 	 ,,	 2
i
I	 ^ F^ a2F^ 	 ,/c)2) M + (
(azFj lr(awi 1l 2-((a ) + 2 a^^ 1(aslas ^^as	 )^Y as 2	 r as\as llasl	 lasas as





z	 ^ a2 ^ f 	 __	 2	 ^-	 1	 _-a	 _	 aIL a ^,	 a F^ a w;	 a Fi	a r	 ) +_	 1( l ( / l	 1(	 l^I4^.^	 l r; as I-	 F	 r2 as2(F` F' ) ^^as2/`as;l — las e / as2/ i2 Cas,as 2 /las asz/
_	 /C) V- 'w	 2N (a,) arc (a'►^ ;	 ^^^ ( ati^,;_	 a2 •^ 
_\as2/ las?! +(as=^\asZ^ -2( as as2^`as, asZ^ t as2^F`
2
t	 Ff	 F 
` as2 
_ 2 
as, as 2.(F . Fi	 as, asy
nd,
a2 ^	 a^wk 	 a2	
.'
	 a2 1Yk	 a2	 a1"'k 






J,,p= SA I o Wp
 dA
	
(],)tp = Sa (1,)^ wp c!A
(Jz) , p = `, (12)^ ^^vp dA.	 (JA - Sq (I3) wp c A
04) ^p - J (Ia )i j wp d A	 (15) p	 SA (IS^L ^ Op JA
JSAJ






Uning ,3quatLons ( 6 -13), (6.14) and (G.15) Ju EquatJ on (6.12),
we finally get:
J	 * z. C(T). B + (J) B' +(13). B r Yj 0 ) . B. gop	 IL	 2 16	 i	 ^p i	 4 LjP 4 J
-f' Zj ( JOZ5 0^ B^ +	 L k ( JA k p ^ 13 ' 5S 13 k ) ^ =	 (6.1 G )
Since p can take on (ore at a tire) each one of
the values i can take on, Egi •ation (6.16) represents s.s
many equations as there are p 1 s; that is, 1 f n. Thia sc t
of algebraic equations is nonlinear bccauce each equaticn
has curie terms (0, B2i B^ and B i Bj B terms) and alsc
quadratic terms (Li and B i B. terns). Furtherr^orc, coclJ
equation has a right hand :side given by Jop . Jop vanishes
for a .lat plate (r 1	 M and r2 ca) provided the latere.l
loading; function Z 0; in such a case, the set of algebraic
equations has no constant term. It is to be noted that when
Jop r 0, Equation (6.1G) in eimiler in fore to Equation (5-35)
wherein the inertia terra B i is dropped and B  is treated
as a pzxameter inlependant of tune. For the postbucklinG
problcti of the sholt, vie have t^ solve sirultancoualy a eat
of cubic equations in the coefficients B's given by Equation
(6.16). These cubic equations zave a constant terra even
when the lateral load Z = 0, as can be seen from the definJ-
tion o:' J op given by Equation (6.15),
: 80 :
For the linear bucklinG problem of the ahell where
the buckling loads p *
 is to be determined, "question (6.16)
is lineariNed to give
0 1 )gip at t JoP = 0	 (6-17)
The above represents a set of linear ali;ebraic equation^ In
B s obtained by writing an equat'.on for each value of p.
For determining the buckling loazls p* , the chesacteristic.
equatic,j is determined from the condition that the coeffi-
cients Iii
 of the assumed buckling mode shape become arbi .
-trarily' large. Thus, the condit:'.on becomes:
which or.. expansion gives the following determinantcLI
equation:




( J 1 ) ?1
>
(J 1 )	 ..	 (`Ty ) 2d41	 1







	 Ji^1A	 (	 1 13ZGQ'^ (J 1	 (j	 ) 33 (J1 ) 43	 ... i )x;	 (6.19 10 Y^
It is of interest to sp:cialise Egwition (6.16)
for the case of flat plates for which	 r i and r. 2	-• oo#
+ (JZ ) 	 Bj+ 7:. (J4 )-- Bj + (31 )1P } = 0 (6.21)
. 81
Thuc if Z = 0 no that Jo ,U 0 9 the governing; algebraic
equation for the postbuckli.ng behavior of flat platen is
obtained from Equation (6.16) ab:
Fi B; [(1i)ip +(J2)ip Bi i . (J,)tp Bt +` (^^ )ijP B.
+Z: (J!Aj1. BL Bj -+- F E q)tjki , ( Bj Bk ) = 0	 (6.20)
Since in general, B	 0, the above reduces to a qus.dratle
equation, viz.,
Zl 1(33)ip B1 + EJ (J5 )j^ p (Bj B,) +^^ Ek06)ijk` (B j Elk)
C .
Thus, we conclude that fo:c the case of postbucklirg
behavior of flat plates, the set of algebraic equations in
*.he coefficients B i I s to be solved simultaneously consists
of quadratic equations in B i I s whereas for the case of the
postbuckling behavior of thin shells, the set of algebraic
equations to be solved simultaneously consists of cubic
equations in B i I s and this situation is true when Z = 0.
It has been mentioned that for the linear buckling
problem, the stress function determined from the compatib Aity
equation v4ro = 0 is given by Pquation (6.6). For the post-
buckling problem, the stress function F is determined f: *om
the compatibility equation (6.2) viliich is nonlinear. Bas,^d
W
: 82 :
on thi 3 nonlinear compatibility cquut.i.on and the af3sumcd
postbu , a.,ling node given by Equations (6-3 ) t the set of
coup"z;;d nonlinear algebraic egv.-Aionu in the coefficic:16;
Bis ar. l: given by rquution (6.16). This sct concists of
cubic o3quations in Bis. An approximation to this set of
equationf3 can be obtained by working with the linearised
version of Equation (6.2), ziame'ly,
	
V 4 F = - E  D(W)	 (6.22)
The la,-.t equation involves the simplcst form of coupling
between Y1 and F that is pos31'ole for the compatibility
equation. The last equation together with Equation (G.3)




-) = - t-'6 Fo (5„ gZ ) + E^ Bi Ft (s„ S' ) J 	 (6.23 )
It is readily seen that the abo-re if3 a special ease of .? y
given ')y Equation (6-4), Using the last equation in the
equilibriwa equation (6.1) and by rmeann of the Galerkint;i
method, the set of -.3.locbra,ic egliationo in the coeffieieW.;S
13i s can be shown to be
J^ -r . ^. ^(J,)t r3 r C^2) 6? + Z. (J ).. W g.)} = 0P	 t	 P	 tp t	 J `^ t .) p	 J	 (6.24)
4
quadratic algebraic
In fact, Equation ( 3.24 )
:)n (6.16) if the eubl',
are neglected. The Set
The above set consiotcs of
I
equations in the coefficient:; 1314.
ci.n be readily obtained from Equati




of equations corresponding to 1:-.near bucklint; rthat is,
Squat ion (6.17 )"I cazi be obtained from Equation  (6.24) if
the r,unlineF.r terms ( 132 and Hi
 ^:^ terms) are neglect-ed..
Therefore, Equation (6.24) which is based on the compati-
bility Equation (6.22) which is linear in W and F nsp be
considered as the "first order postbuckling theory' of
shells. Equation ( 6.24) which i.s valid for shells can bo
specialiocd for the cane of flat, plates. However, for flat
plates, it must be remembered that the operator Y)(--)
` vanishes so that Equation ( 6.22) reduces t-op4r = 0 which
is the governing compatibility equation of liners buckli:ig
theory. Thus, for flat plates, there does not enist my
"first order postbuckling theory "; we have only the line,-l.•
buckling theory and the postbuc} :ling theory based on Equct-
tions (5.1) and (6 . 2) wherein	 00
If to the governing egt.ations for the postbuckdi.ng
pr_obleu of thin shells, the effc cts of damped vibration fire
i included, Equation (6.1) has to include the terms pia and C ►v
where	 in the riass per unit area of the shell and C is
the viscous da:uping coefficient. Thua, Equation (6.1) bcrcomos:
•	 N„	 N22L(^v,F)H ^^?V3 +CW +D(o4 W)
— (— + —[
- N it A ll 
- N22 x22 - 2 N i2 K12 - 2	 0	
(6.25)
The compatibility equation (6.2: remains unaltered. In the
^ a.bove, 1'l a i'd(s t , st ). Introdt+.cing the series for W given
by Equation (6,3) where Ni now -, a  a generalised coordinate
iand hcnoe a g nctinn of tiuo t, T (17,1') cau be shov+n to be:
L (w, r) — z j
 ( p wt ) Es t t (C w {) k + 1 .(w, F)
(6.26)
where, Z(K,P) is given by Equation (6.13). Thu3 the moi.al
equati.o.Z obtained by u3ing the Calerkin's method as in the
last section becomes:
^L Ji p at + ^ ^,^ g<^ + (7,) P B1 + ( 12) B t (J3ip Bt
+	 ^(j4)' ' fib E3^ +(JS) iJh BL F3J1 + ^J : k (JG)tjkp Bi Bj 6 k1 + Jop _ 0
(6.27)
In the last equation, J ip = F•f Wi 17p
 dA and the othor
1:
cobfficients such as ( J 1 ) ip , 142 ) ip and so cn are defined
by Equation (6.15). If the set of functions i i} are ortho-
gonal co that j ,^ i U dA - 0 for i ^ p, the coefficiento
A	 p
J ip= 0 for i ;= p.	 It is important to rcmembcr that as one
goes from the largc amplitude v:.bration problem to the poct-
buelling problem, the siGns of ':he caress resultants 71111
P122
 anc 1112
 have to be changed. Therefore, there will be a
differs nee in the sign between (17i.) pb and ('Pi ),, where the
subscripts pb stand for the postbuekling probleta and fv
stand *.'or the flexures]. vibratimi Problem discussed in tho
4
85
last section. Thus, (;L )pb = - (j)fv• Simi.I rly,
a
( Fi
	 ( k'i )fn and ( Fi F^ )p;	 - (F F ) fv*
If the loading Cunctio:..is p Fuid Z are zero,
a.nd the d=ping effect is negle,;ted (c = 0), Equation (C.27)
•	 reduce;; to the modal equation d:veloped in the last Section,
•	 namely, Equation (5,35). It should be recalled that -,vhE n
I' = 0 and Z _ 0, the coefficient Jop = 0. Also, if I .1 is
independant of time t so that B  - 0 and B 09
Equation (6.27) will reduce to 'Equation (6.16). Thug,
Equation (6.27) is a very general equation from which tt e
modal equation for the large amplitude flexural viUraticn
of shell,, plates And beams can be obtained. Also, the
governing algebraic equc.tions of the postbuckling problcn
of shells and plates as well as of the buckling problem








The general equations governing the large awpliv.-.e
flexural vibration of any thin e1a:•tic shell- have been dci•'.vrd
in this report using curvi 1_ineur orthogonal coordinutem. Tl:eti
are two coupled nonlinear pwrtital Cifferentir.l equatio :o and
they can be readily specialiucd for shells of rovoluti.cn or flat
plates. Although the riaterial in • LssiLmed to be isotropic evnd
to obey tke Hooke'a law for the two dimensional case, the g•?o-
f
metric noxlinearity renders the go • ierning equations nonlinear.
Based on a serica expansion for the assumed mode
shape, thc: modal equations are derived for the case of any thin
flat pl"tc: and thin elastic shell. It is uliovin that the modal
equation :'or flat plates is of a similar nature as the dynamic
equation of a marts-spring combination in which the restor.ine
force of *;he nonlinear spring is a cubic and an odd function
of the di;placerent. Thus, the ncnlinearity associrted with
the large amplitude flexural vibration of thin flat plates of
any planform (rectangular, circular, elliptical and so on) is
of the hacdenine, type and such a conclusion is also true iL
the case of straight beavic. On tY.a other Maid, the modal
equation obtained for the case o. axW thin shell indicateP
that a ecftening type of nonlinea-i •ity is quite possible in the
carve of thin el..otic shells. The modal equation for the rholl
cL:n be readily opecialiued to yield the Modal equation for a
shell of revolution or for a flat plate .from wrhich the 1:0.1 11
equation for etruif ht beano can tl e•n be obtained. The cwn O u-
sions drawn above Help to explain the rea:;ons why in tins c:,:iFt..
ing literature, moEst of the availi^blc solutions for the 1L :• fie
amplitude: flexural vibration of thin shells are found to give
rise to nonlinearity of the softenirg type wh ,
_rcan in the OR c
of flirt plates and straight beams, the nonlineraAty is always
found to be of the hardening type. The difference bete:eer
the hardening type of notilinearit,r in the case of flat pletes
and ntra.",.Oit beams on the one hi nl and the softening type o;
nonli.new?ity in the care of rinds and ahplls on the ether hand
can in goneral be traced to the c "va,ti:re (or lael: of it) of
the widetormud medizai surface of -the structure concerned.
When dcrivir^; the gove7. ping equations for the 1r rt;o
ampli.tud .: flexural vibration of .flat plates and thin she13c9
tho governing equations for the postbuckling behavior. of J'lat
platen and thin shells can be obt aincd as a by-product. S- •udy 	 i
of these equations governing the postbucl:lirg behavior of
plates and shells leads to the follo.wi.ng conclusions. In the
case of the postbuckling behavior of flat plates, the algebraie
equations in the coefficients of the assu=ccd series for the
poctbuchling node are a set of coupled, quadratic equations
in .these coefficienta, whereas ii the case of the pootbue :liar;





cquation.- are cubic; this situation is true r,hon the lateral
lo- PAir.,, furu,tion Z = 0. If 7 -h 0 $ the set of algebrn.1c
R
equations in the case of both plates and shells consistu .)f
cubic equations in thane coeffic Lents. In general, the
eonelun-one applicable for flat Plateo also hold true for
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